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(ABSTRACT)

Non-volatile main memory (NVM) technologies are revolutionizing the entire computing stack thanks to their storage-and-memory-like characteristics. The ability to persist data in memory provides a new opportunity to build crash-consistent software without paying a storage stack I/O overhead. A crash-consistent NVM program can recover back to a consistent state from a persistent NVM in the event of a software crash or a sudden power loss. In the presence of a volatile cache, data held in a volatile cache is lost after a crash. So NVM programming requires users to manually control the durability and the persistence ordering of NVM writes. To avoid performance overhead, developers have devised customized persistence mechanisms to enforce proper persistence ordering and atomicity guarantees, rendering NVM programs error-prone. The problem statement of this dissertation is how one can effectively detect persistence bugs from NVM programs. However, detecting persistence bugs in NVM programs is challenging because of the huge test space and the manual consistency validation required. The thesis of this dissertation is that we can detect persistence bugs from NVM programs in a scalable and automatic manner by inferring likely-correctness conditions from programs. A likely-correctness condition is a possible correctness condition, which is a condition a program must maintain to make the program crash-consistent. This dissertation proposes to infer two forms of likely-correctness conditions from NVM programs to detect persistence bugs. The first proposed solution is to infer likely-ordering and likely-atomicity conditions by analyzing program dependencies among NVM accesses. The second proposed
solution is to infer likely-linearization points to understand a program’s operation-level behavior. Using these two forms of likely-correctness conditions, we test only those NVM states and thread interleavings that violate the likely-correctness conditions. This significantly reduces the test space required to examine. We then leverage the durable linearizability model to validate consistency automatically without manual consistency validation. In this way, we can detect persistence bugs from NVM programs in a scalable and automatic manner. In total, we detect 47 (36 new) persistence correctness bugs and 158 (113 new) persistence performance bugs from 20 single-threaded NVM programs. Additionally, we detect 27 (15 new) persistence correctness bugs from 12 multi-threaded NVM data structures.
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(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)

Non-volatile main memory (NVM) technologies provide a new opportunity to build crash-consistent software without incurring a storage stack I/O overhead. A crash-consistent NVM program can recover back to a consistent state from a persistent NVM in the event of a software crash or a sudden power loss. NVM has been and will further be used in various computing services integral to our daily life, ranging from data centers to high-performance computing, machine learning, and banking. Building correct and efficient crash-consistent NVM software is therefore crucial. However, developing a correct and efficient crash-consistent NVM program is challenging as developers are now responsible for manually controlling cacheline evictions in NVM programming. Controlling cacheline evictions makes NVM programming error-prone, and detecting persistence bugs that lead to inconsistent NVM states in NVM programs is an arduous task. The thesis of this dissertation is that we can detect persistence bugs from NVM programs in a scalable and automatic manner by inferring likely-correctness conditions from programs. This dissertation proposes to infer two forms of likely-correctness conditions from NVM programs to detect persistence bugs, i.e., likely-ordering/atomicity conditions and likely-linearization points. In total, we detect 47 (36 new) persistence correctness bugs and 158 (113 new) persistence performance bugs from 20 single-threaded NVM programs. Additionally, we detect 27 (15 new) persistence correctness bugs from 12 multi-threaded NVM data structures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

NVM technologies are being widely adopted in various existing and future computer systems. Notably, Intel’s Optane DC Persistent Memory [15, 93] has already been deployed in Google Cloud [4] and Aurora supercomputers [2]. ARM also has announced its support for NVM [14, 16]. The upcoming Compute Express Link (CXL) [30] standard introduces a cache-coherent CXL-attached NVM card with an on-device cache.

NVM provides storage-and-memory-like characteristics [118]. Like storage, NVM is persistent and has a high capacity. Every data recorded in NVM is persistent thus can be accessed even after a system crash or power failure. The largest capacity of Intel’s Optane Persistent Memory is 512GB per DIMM, while the capacity of DRAM typically ranges from 16GB to 64GB per DIMM. Like memory, NVM is byte-addressable and has low access latency. Users can directly access NVM using regular load and store instructions. The access latency of NVM is comparable to DRAM and is much faster than traditional block-based persistent storage disks.

The ability to persist data in memory provides a new opportunity to build crash-consistent software without paying storage stack overheads. An NVM program is crash-consistent if it can recover back to a consistent state from NVM in any crash event and seamlessly resume its execution. Durable linearizability [64] is the widely-used correctness standard that determines whether an NVM program is in a consistent state. Durable linearizability defines correct behaviors of NVM programs when crashes happen. Durable linearizability
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extends the Linearizability model [50], the widely-used correctness standard for concurrent programs, with the notion of a crash. An NVM program is *durably linearizable* if all of its executions are linearizable once crash events are removed. We will have detailed discussions about durable linearizability later in §2.3.

However, it is hard to build a correct and efficient crash-consistent NVM program. In the presence of a volatile cache, NVM data held in a volatile cache is lost after a crash. A cache can also evict cachelines in an arbitrary order. Thus, the updates to different NVM locations may not be persisted in the same order as the program store order. Furthermore, existing instruction set architectures (ISAs) also do not support atomically updating multiple NVM locations.

NVM programming requires developers to manually control the durability and the persistence ordering of NVM writes. Two persistence primitives are provided to control cacheline evictions to support NVM programming. Data becomes persistent when evicted from a cache and reaches an NVM. The first primitive is `flush` (*e.g.*, `clwb` in Intel x86 architecture), which asynchronously writes back a cacheline from a cache to a memory. The other primitive is `fence` (*e.g.*, `sfence` in Intel x86 architecture), which guarantees the previous asynchronous flushes are completed. Using `flush` and `fence`, NVM program developers are able to control cacheline evictions to build crash-consistent NVM software without paying a storage stack I/O overhead. Due to the overhead of persistence primitives, `flush` and `fence` should be used as little as possible to achieve better performance. To use persistence primitives as little as possible, an NVM developer needs to create a crash-consistent design with a minimal number of persistence ordering and atomicity guarantees. Creating this type of design is error-prone. Thus, using a minimal number of `flush` and `fence` primitives to achieve crash-consistency is hard.

NVM program developers apply two different techniques to achieve crash-consistency. One
solution is to use general logging techniques, such as UNDO/REDO logging [24, 52, 56, 82]. The other solution is to use log-free persistence mechanisms, which use customized persistence ordering and atomicity to achieve crash-consistency. Logging techniques have an inherently high overhead since logging techniques lead to additional or redundant flush and fence instructions. For example, in UNDO logging, a log entry of the backup data must be persistent before updating the corresponding data, which costs extra memory overhead for storing this backup data and additionally incurs performance overhead to guarantee the persistence ordering and atomicity constraints. Log-free persistence mechanisms are fast but error-prone. Log-free persistence mechanisms take advantage of program-specific logic to use flush and fence primitives as little as possible to reduce persistence overhead. However, any misuse of persistence primitives may lead to incorrect persistence ordering or atomicity, thus potentially making an NVM program no longer crash-consistent.

Persistence bugs are classified into two categories: (1) persistence correctness bugs (breaking crash-consistency guarantees) and (2) persistence performance bugs (degrading program performance). A persistence correctness bug leads to an inconsistent NVM state on a crash and a failure to recover. This bug could cause unintentional permanent data corruption, irrecoverable data loss, etc. A persistence performance bug leads to unnecessary program performance degradation.

1.1 Problem Statement

Several solutions have been proposed to detect persistence bugs in NVM programs. However, those solutions fail to detect persistence bugs in a scalable and automatic manner due to the two critical issues: (1) the scalability issue when testing possible NVM states and thread interleavings and (2) the automation issue when validating correctness.
A line of testing tools \[58, 78\] attempts to exhaustively test all possible NVM states. The exhaustive search solution can detect many bugs but often suffers from test space explosion. For example, persistent indexes typically include rebalancing operations for a time complexity guarantee (e.g., rehashing in a hash table, split-merge in a B-tree). Triggering such operations and detecting persistence bugs therein requires a test case with many operations (a long execution), thus making exhaustive testing infeasible in practice.

Moreover, when using test oracles, existing NVM testing tools require users to provide a manually-designed, program-specific consistency checker \[35, 58, 78, 84, 85, 98\] to validate a program under test. NVM programs often employ different forms of tolerable inconsistency and/or recovery designs. Devising program-specific test oracles requires significant manual effort and is error-prone.

The problem statement of this dissertation is:

*How can one scalably and automatically detect persistence bugs from NVM programs?*

### 1.2 Thesis

The thesis of this dissertation is that:

*We can detect persistence bugs from NVM programs in a scalable and automatic manner by inferring likely-correctness conditions from programs. Instead of testing all possible NVM states, we only test those NVM states violating likely-correctness conditions.*

A likely-correctness condition is a possible correctness condition, which is a condition a program must maintain to make the program crash-consistent. This dissertation proposes to infer two forms of likely-correctness conditions to detect persistence bugs from NVM programs: (1) likely-ordering/atomicity conditions and (2) likely-linearization points.
A likely-ordering/atomicity condition describes a possible persistence ordering or atomicity guarantee among NVM accesses to make the program crash-consistent. For example, the write to NVM address $A$ should be persisted before the write to NVM address $B$, or the writes to NVM addresses $A$ and $B$ should be persisted atomically. Likely-ordering/atomicity conditions are inferred from NVM programs by analyzing program dependency between NVM accesses.

A likely-linearization point is a possible linearization point, where an operation takes effect and its effects become visible to other operations. We can analyze the behaviors of an NVM program at the program operation level by using likely-linearization points. For example, when a crash happens after a certain point within an operation, the crashing operation should ensure that its effects remain visible after the crash. Likely-linearization points are inferred from source code based on the common concurrent NVM programming practices.

Using inferred likely-correctness conditions, we then test only those NVM states and thread interleavings that violate our likely-correctness conditions, significantly reducing the test space needed to be examined. However, a likely-correctness condition violation does not necessarily mean a persistence bug. A validation process is needed to check whether an NVM state is consistent or not. Prior works require users to provide manually-designed, program-specific test oracles for validation. To avoid creating manual test oracles, we leverage the durable linearizability model to validate consistency automatically. For example, the effects of completed operations before a crash should remain visible; the operations that have not been completed upon a crash could be considered either completed or not. In this way, we can detect persistence bugs from NVM programs in a scalable and automatic manner.
1.3 Contributions

This dissertation proposes to infer likely-correctness conditions from NVM programs to detect persistence bugs in a scalable and automatic manner. We designed and implemented two persistence bug detectors based on two forms of likely-correctness conditions: likely-ordering/atomicity conditions and likely-linearization points.

1.3.1 Likely-ordering/atomicity Conditions

We propose Witcher, which infers likely-ordering/atomicity conditions to detect persistence correctness bugs in NVM programs in a scalable and automatic manner. Witcher automatically infers likely-ordering/atomicity conditions by analyzing data and control dependencies among NVM accesses. Witcher then validates if any violation is a true persistence correctness bug by checking output equivalence between executions with and without a crash. The evaluation with 20 NVM programs based on Intel’s PMDK library shows that Witcher discovers 47 (36 new) persistence correctness bugs without a test space explosion problem or needing any supplementary manual consistency checkers.

1.3.2 Likely-linearization Points

We propose Durinn, which infers likely-linearization points to detect persistence bugs in NVM programs in a scalable and automatic manner. Durinn is based on the novel observation of the gap between a linearization point – when the changes to a concurrent data structure become publicly visible – and a durability point – when the changes become persistent. From our detailed gap analysis, we derive three durable linearizability bug patterns that render a linearizable data structure not durably linearizable. To tame the huge test
space of NVM states and thread interleavings, Durinn statically identifies likely-linearization points, and then actively constructs adversarial NVM states and thread interleavings to increase the likelihood of revealing persistence correctness bugs. Durinn effectively detected 27 (15 new) persistence correctness bugs from 12 concurrent NVM data structures without a test space explosion problem or needing any supplementary manual consistency checkers.

1.4 Broader Impact

This dissertation aims to make NVM programming easy by providing debugging support for NVM programs. The long-term vision of this dissertation is to help our community to build bug-free NVM programs.

NVM technologies have become publicly available from April 2019. NVM is expected to be used in services integral to our daily life, ranging from data centers to high-performance computing, machine learning, and banking. Building correct and efficient crash-consistent NVM software is therefore crucial. It is, however, challenging for developers, many of whom may not be as experienced as NVM system developers. We believe our proposed research can effectively improve our understanding of NVM bugs, significantly reducing the burden in detecting potential bugs, and help developers build correct and efficient crash-consistent NVM programs more easily. We also believe our research would generate fruitful discussions and insights in academia and industry.

1.5 Organization

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the background of this dissertation. Chapter 3 introduces the motivation of this dissertation. Chapter 4
Chapter 1. Introduction presents the overview of our proposed solutions. Chapter 5 presents the detailed design of Witcher, which infers likely-ordering/atomicity conditions to detect persistence correctness bugs. Chapter 6 presents the detailed design of Durinn, which infers likely-linearization points to detect persistence correctness bugs. Chapter 7 presents the design of the trace-based persistence performance bug detection. Chapter 8 presents the implementation of our proposed solutions. Chapter 9 presents the evaluation of our proposed solutions. Chapter 10 discusses soundness, completeness, and extensions of our proposed solutions. Chapter 11 introduces related works of this dissertation in a broad scope. Chapter 12 concludes the dissertation.
Chapter 2

Background

This chapter presents the background of this dissertation. We first introduce non-volatile memory technology (§2.1), then discuss logging-based and log-free persistence mechanisms (§2.2) used for guaranteeing crash-consistency, and lastly present the Durable Linearizability model (§2.3) as the NVM correctness condition.

2.1 Non-volatile Memory

NVM technologies, such as the recently commercialized Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory [15, 93], provide persistence and high storage capacity along with traditional DRAM characteristics such as byte addressability and low access latency. NVM is persistent, so every data recorded in NVM can be accessed back after a system crash or power failure. NVM has a high capacity. The largest capacity of Intel Optane is 512GB per DIMM, while the capacity of DRAM typically ranges from 16GB to 64GB. NVM is byte-addressable, so users can directly access NVM using regular load and store instructions. NVM has low access latency comparable to DRAM and is much faster than block-based storage SSD. In addition, NVM offers lower energy consumption and larger capacity at significantly lower $/GB than DRAM [68, 89, 108, 119, 129].

In modern architecture, NVMs are attached to processors via a memory bus so that programs can access the NVMs using regular load and store instructions. The ability to directly
access NVMs provides a new opportunity to build crash-consistent software without paying storage stack overhead. Programs can recover back to a consistent state from a potentially-inconsistent persistent NVM state in the event of an application or system crash or a sudden power loss.

This dissertation assumes a volatile cache, which is the case for the current Intel x86 architecture with Optane NVM [62, 118] and ARM [14, 16]. The future Compute Express Link (CXL) [30] standard also introduces a cache-coherent interconnect and a CXL-attached NVM card with a volatile on-device cache.

Given a volatile cache, dirty cachelines are lost upon a crash. To control durability, Intel provides cache flush instructions such as `clflush`, `clflushopt`, and `clwb`. While the flush `clwb` instruction is asynchronous to reduce performance overheads, the store fence `sfence` instruction should be used together to ensure the completion of preceding `clwb` instructions [118]. Similarly, ARM supports the `dc cvap` cache flush and `dsb` fence instructions [14, 16]. CXL introduces Global Persistent Flush (GPF) to enforce the persistence ordering on emerging CXL-attached NVM card [30].

### 2.2 Logging-based and Log-free Persistence Mechanisms

There are mainly two types of mechanisms used for guaranteeing crash-consistency of NVM programs: logging-based and log-free persistence mechanisms.

Logging-based persistence mechanisms are general but have a high overhead. Logging is a general solution without considering program-specific logic and can be applied to any NVM program. It provides persistence atomicity for a logged region, i.e., a transaction. If a crash happens within a transaction, this transaction should be either fully executed or not
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(a) Logging-based persistence mechanism example: UNDO logging.

(b) Log-free persistence mechanism example: guarded protection.

Figure 2.1: Logging-based and log-free persistence mechanism examples.

at all executed after a recovery process. UNDO logging is the most widely used logging-based persistence mechanism for guaranteeing crash-consistency of NVM programs. With UNDO logging, when a crash happens within a transaction, every NVM update within that transaction before the crash will be undone after a recovery process. To undo NVM updates in a recovery process, UNDO logging requires that a log entry of the backup data must be persistent before updating the corresponding data. As shown in Figure 2.1(a), the key and value must be logged before writing the key and value. The additional persistence primitives and specific persistence ordering in UNDO logging lead to high overhead.

The other solution is to use log-free persistence mechanisms with low overhead but error-prone. To use persistence primitive as little as possible and still guarantee crash-consistency, log-free persistence mechanisms use program-specific logic to establish customized persistence ordering for each NVM program. The guarded protection [45] pattern is a widely-used log-free persistence mechanism to guarantee crash-consistency in low overhead. Figure 2.1(b) shows an example of the guarded protection pattern. The guarded protection pattern intends to ensure the atomic persistence of both key and value, i.e., the result of the insertion is
either fully executed or not at all executed. Instead of using logging, the guarded protection pattern introduces a guardian variable, the *token* in this example. In this example, the writer writes the token after persisting the key and value. When setting the guardian, it ensures that the key and value have been already persisted. On the reader side, it checks whether the token has been set. If the token has been set, it means that the key and value have been already persisted. Then the reader can safely read the key and value. In summary, the guarded protection pattern guarantees that when the token is valid, the key and value must be persisted to achieve the atomicity. This way, the program-specific persistence ordering is used to achieve crash-consistency and low overhead instead of general logging persistence mechanisms. However, log-free persistence mechanisms are error-prone. Customized persistence ordering requires to use of persistence primitives. Any misuse of persistence primitives may lead to incorrect persistence ordering or atomicity, thus potentially making an NVM program no longer crash-consistent.

### 2.3 NVM Correctness Condition: Durable Linearizability

A crash-consistent NVM program can recover back to a consistent state from NVM in any crash event. However, how can one determine whether an NVM state is consistent? The existing widely-used NVM correctness condition is the *Durable Linearizability* model. Durable Linearizability defines correct behaviors of NVM programs when crashes happen. It extends the *Linearizability* model, the existing widely-used correctness standard for concurrent programs, with the notion of a crash. In this section, we present the Linearizability model first and then introduce the Durable Linearizability model.
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Figure 2.2: A durable linearizability example. The result of the second get (after a crash) depends on the result of the first get (before a crash), which also determines if the crashed insert takes effect.

Linearizability [50] is the widely-used correctness standard for concurrent data structures. Formally, linearizability is defined over an existence of an equivalent legal sequential history. Informally, a concurrent data structure is linearizable if each operation appears to take effect instantaneously at some moment between the operation begin and end events. If one operation precedes another, then the earlier operation must have taken effect before the next one. If two operations overlap, then their order can be serialized in any arbitrary order. Some pending operations can be thought to be complete.

A linearization point (LP) is a program point where an operation takes effect, and its effects become visible to other operations. In a lock-based data structure, a critical section (or an unlock point) serves as the linearization point. In a lock-free data structure, the linearization point is typically a single-step atomic instruction (e.g., compare-and-swap or simply CAS) that makes its change visible to others. We refer to the variable used to make an operation’s effect visible as a synchronization variable (SV). Atomically updating SV is a linearization point for a writer operation (e.g., insert), while reading SV is a linearization point for a reader operation (e.g., get).

Durable linearizability [64] extends linearizability with the notion of a crash. With durable linearizability, a history may include a system-wide crash event (which does not belong to a specific thread) in addition to the operation begin and end events. The definition of precedence order is also extended to incorporate a crash. In durable linearizability, an
operation makes its effects visible to others at the linearization point (like linearizability). Additionally, an operation makes its effects persisted at the durability point (DP) so that its effects remain completed and visible after a crash.

Durable linearizability requires the following conditions:

- (C1) Without a crash, all operations are linearizable.

- (C2) If a crash happens, all previously completed operations (before a crash) should remain completed, and their effects should remain visible after a crash.

- (C3) The operations that have not been completed upon a crash could be considered either completed or not. When considered completed, its effect should be visible. In other words, the crashed operation should provide all-or-nothing semantics (fully executed or not at all executed).

Figure 2.2 illustrates a durable linearizability example. Thread T1’s first insert completes before a crash, so it should be visible after a crash by (C2). For the same reason, if T2’s first get returns v1 (or v2) before a crash, the second get after the crash should return the same v1 (or v2). This implies that T1’s crashed second insert did not take effect and was not persisted for Case 1 (and took effect and was persisted for Case 2) according to the all or nothing semantics in (C3).
Developing correct and efficient crash-consistent NVM programs is error-prone. NVM data held in a volatile cache is lost after a crash. A cache can also evict cache lines in an arbitrary order. Thus, the updates to different NVM locations may not be persisted in the same order as the program (store) order. Existing architectures also do not support updating multiple NVM locations atomically. Current NVM programming models require developers to explicitly add persistence primitives to enforce proper persistence ordering and atomicity guarantees in order to ensure crash consistency. To achieve a low persistence overhead, developers are forced to use persistence primitives as little as possible. Any misuse of an NVM primitive may lead to persistence correctness bugs or persistence performance bugs. NVM programming thus becomes error-prone.

There are mainly two challenges to detect persistence bugs in a scalable and automatic fashion: (1) the scalability issue when testing possible NVM states and thread interleavings and (2) the automation issue when validating correctness. Existing persistence bug detectors are based on either exhaustive testing or program annotation and fail to detect persistence bugs in a scalable and automatic manner.

In this chapter, we present the motivation of this dissertation. We first present persistence correctness and performance bugs (§3.1), then introduce the challenges of detecting persistence bugs scalably and automatically (§3.2), and lastly discuss the limitations of existing persistence bug detectors (§3.3).
3.1 Persistence Bugs

Persistence bugs are classified into two categories: (1) persistence correctness bugs (breaking crash-consistency guarantees) (§3.1.1) and (2) persistence performance bugs (degrading program performance) (§3.1.2). A persistence correctness bug leads to an inconsistent NVM state on a crash and a failure to recover. A persistence performance bug leads to unnecessary program performance degradation.

3.1.1 Persistence Correctness Bugs

As a processor can evict cache lines in an arbitrary order and does not support atomic update of multiple NVM locations, crash consistency is the problem of guaranteeing persistence ordering and atomicity of NVM locations according to the program’s semantics. Thus, violating these is a primary source of correctness bugs in NVM programs. Based on the root causes, persistence correctness bugs are classified into two categories: (1) persistence ordering bugs and (2) persistence atomicity bugs.

(1) Persistence ordering bugs. We found that many crash consistency and recovery mechanisms rely on a certain persistence ordering of NVM variables. For example, the write to NVM address \( A \) must be persisted before the write to NVM address \( B \). However, a buggy NVM program may not maintain proper persistence ordering using a cacheline flush and a store fence instructions when updating multiple NVM locations.

(2) Persistence atomicity bugs. To ensure the integrity of NVM data, many NVM programs rely on atomic updates of multiple NVM variables. For example, the writes to NVM addresses \( A \) and \( B \) must be persisted atomically. However, a buggy NVM program may not correctly enforce persistence atomicity among multiple NVM updates. If a program crashes in the middle of a sequence of updates, an inconsistent state may occur.
3.1.2 Persistence Performance Bugs

Previous studies [84, 98] found that persistence performance bugs are prevalent in real-world NVM programs. A persistence performance bug leads to unnecessary program performance degradation. Persistence performance bugs do not cause an inconsistent state, yet it requires significant developers’ time and effort to spot and fix them. Similar to prior work, we classify persistence performance bugs as follows:

(1) **Unpersisted performance bugs.** Some NVM programs unnecessarily place volatile data that does not require persistence in NVM. Developers do not use flush/fence for volatile data. However, NVM accesses have higher latency than DRAM accesses. Developers should have placed them in DRAM.

(2) **Extra flush and (3) extra fence performance bugs.** An extra flush or fence instruction on an NVM variable causes unnecessary high overhead. Removing the extra ones does not break the correctness of an NVM program.

(4) **Extra logging performance bugs.** When an NVM program relies on a transaction library (e.g., Intel’s PMDK) for crash consistency, the NVM data should be (undo) logged before it is modified the first time. Logging the same NVM region redundantly in a transaction is a performance bug.

3.2 Challenges of Detecting Persistence Bugs

To scalably and automatically detect persistence bugs, we must address the following two challenges:

(1) **The scalability problem against huge test space.** The testing space grows expon-
nentially in two dimensions: *NVM crash states* and *thread interleavings*. The crash state test space is huge since a crash may happen any time during execution, and a volatile cache can evict cachelines in an arbitrary order. For example, Yat [78], an exhaustive crash consistency testing tool, attempts to test $10^{31}$ crash states for an NVM hash table with 2000 operations [45]. Moreover, the number of thread interleavings grows exponentially ($n^k$) with the number of threads ($n$) and the number of steps ($k$) in each thread.

(2) **The need to create manual test oracles to validate correctness.** Validating the correctness of each test requires test oracles. Manually creating test oracles is not automatic and is also error-prone, especially for NVM programs using log-free persistence mechanisms. Since log-free persistence mechanisms are based on program-specific logic, each NVM program’s persistence ordering and atomicity guarantees are also different. To validate correctness, developers need to provide program-specific test oracles that require significant manual efforts and are error-prone.

### 3.3 Limitations of Existing Persistence Bug Detectors

Existing solutions are based on either *exhaustive testing* or *program annotation* to detect persistence bugs in NVM programs. However, two critical issues are (1) the scalability issue when testing possible NVM states and interleavings and (2) the need to create manual test oracles to validate correctness. These issues make existing solutions fail to detect persistence bugs in a scalable and automatic manner. Table 3.1 summarizes how *Witcher* and *Durinn* are different from existing persistence bug detectors when detecting persistence correctness bugs.

**Exhaustive testing.** Exhaustive testing tools, such as Yat [78] and PMReorder [58], attempt to permute all possible NVM states on a crash. However, they often do not scale. For example, during testing Level Hashing with 2000 operations, Yat attempts to test $10^{31}$ total
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Test space exploration</th>
<th>Crash consistency validation (oracle)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>NVM state &amp; Thread Interleave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yat [78]</td>
<td>user-provided test case</td>
<td>exhaustive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMReorder [58]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaaru [47]</td>
<td>user-provided test case</td>
<td>model checking with pruning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMTest [84]</td>
<td>user-provided test case</td>
<td>manual annotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XFDetector [85]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agamotto [98]</td>
<td>symbolic execution</td>
<td>PM-aware search algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMDebugger [35]</td>
<td>user-provided test case</td>
<td>user-provided oracle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witcher Durinn</td>
<td>user-provided test case</td>
<td>pruning based on likely-correctness conditions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Comparison with existing persistence bug detectors.

Permutations. Moreover, they rely on a user-provided consistency checker for each crashed state to validate whether NVM data is consistent. However, the correctness of a manual checker is often a concern [65]. Recently, Jaaru [47], a model checking approach, proposed a (sound) state pruning solution based on the actual values read by post-failure executions, yet the test space may remain huge. Empirically, Jaaru has been applied to the test cases with up to (small) 40 operations. In addition, Jaaru can only identify bugs that lead to visible crashes (e.g., segmentation faults) or assertion failures.

Annotation-based approach. The test space explosion problem motivated the annotation-based approach, such as PMTest [84] and XFDetector [85]. However, annotating a large NVM software soundly and precisely is very challenging. A missing/wrong annotation may lead to false negatives/positives. In addition, PMTest lacks support for detecting persistence atomicity bugs. XFDetector relies on users’ manual investigation for validation. Agamotto [98] takes a different approach, using symbolic execution to explore input test space (program paths). It provides universal bug oracles for common bug patterns (i.e., missing or redundant flush/fence bug patterns). However, for log-free (program-specific) persistence correctness bugs (e.g., persistence ordering/atomicity bugs), Agamotto still requires users to provide test oracles. Similarly, PMDebugger [35] requires user-provided oracles (i.e., ordering debugger configuration file) to detect log-free (program-specific) correctness bugs.
Chapter 4

Overview of Proposed Solutions

This dissertation proposes likely-correctness condition inference to detect persistence bugs in a scalable and automatic manner.

A likely-correctness condition is a possible correctness condition, which is a condition a program must maintain to make the program crash-consistent. Using inferred likely-correctness conditions, we test only those NVM states and thread interleavings that violate likely-correctness conditions, significantly reducing the test space. After that, we leverage the durable linearizability model to validate correctness automatically without creating manual test oracles. A likely-correctness condition does not need to be a true correctness condition. If two likely-correctness conditions violate each other, we test both of them and then validate those two tests based on the durable linearizability model.

Figure 4.1 illustrates our proposed solutions’ architecture that takes a target program and a test case as input and reports detected persistence correctness and persistence performance bugs in the program as output. We first instrument the program and run the test case to collect a memory trace. For persistence correctness bugs, we infer likely-correctness conditions from the trace, construct a set of NVM states and thread interleavings violating the likely-correctness conditions, and perform durable linearizability validation to validate if a likely-correctness condition violation is a true persistence correctness bug. We analyze the same trace to detect persistence performance bugs by using a trace-based solution.
Figure 4.1: The architecture of proposed solutions. Our proposed solutions automatically detect persistence correctness bugs (in blue) and persistence performance bug (in green) based on a given test case and its trace without either manual annotation/oracle or exhaustive testing.

This dissertation proposes two forms of likely-correctness conditions for persistence bug detection: the likely-ordering/atomicity condition at the instruction level and the likely-linearization point at the operation level.

A likely-ordering/atomicity condition describes a possible persistence ordering or atomicity guarantee among NVM accesses to make the program crash-consistent. For example, the write to NVM address \( A \) should be persisted before the write to NVM address \( B \), or the writes to NVM addresses \( A \) and \( B \) should be persisted atomically. Likely-ordering/atomicity conditions are inferred from NVM programs by analyzing program dependency between NVM accesses.

A likely-linearization point is a possible linearization point, where an operation takes effect and its effects become visible to other operations. We can analyze the behaviors of an NVM program at the program operation level by using likely-linearization points. For example, when a crash happens after a certain point within an operation, the crashing operation should ensure that its effects remain visible after the crash. Likely-linearization points are inferred from source code based on the common concurrent NVM programming practices.

This chapter first introduces how to infer likely-ordering/atomicity conditions (§4.1) and likely-linearization points (§4.2) from NVM programs for persistence correctness bug detection, then presents the trace-based persistence performance bug detection (§4.3).
Chapter 4. Overview of Proposed Solutions

4.1 Likely-ordering/atomicity Condition Inference

We propose Witcher, which detects persistence correctness bugs by inferring likely-ordering/atomicity conditions.

To address the test space challenge, Witcher infers a set of likely-ordering/atomicity conditions by analyzing program data/control dependencies among NVM accesses. Witcher then tests only those NVM states that violate the likely-ordering/atomicity conditions, significantly reducing the NVM state test space.

To mitigate the test oracle problem, Witcher employs output equivalence checking between program executions with and without a (simulated) crash. NVM programs are often designed to provide atomic (all or nothing) semantics upon a crash at the operation granularity (e.g., insert, delete), more formally, durable linearizability [64]. If an NVM program resuming from an NVM state that violates a likely-ordering/atomicity condition produces an output that is different from the executions without a crash, then we can confidently conclude that the program is not crash-consistent, and the violation is indeed a true crash consistency bug.

In this section, we introduce how Witcher infers likely-ordering/atomicity conditions (§4.1.1) and performs output equivalence checking (§4.1.2) to validate the NVM states violating them.

4.1.1 Inference of Likely-ordering/atomicity Conditions

We propose a novel approach that analyzes program data/control dependencies among NVM accesses to infer likely-ordering/atomicity conditions enforcing persistence ordering and persistence atomicity guarantees among NVM accesses. Our key observation is that programmers often left some hints on what they want to ensure in the source code in the form of data/control dependencies, and we can infer the corresponding likely-ordering/atomicity con-
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**Witcher** tests only NVM states that violate the inferred likely-ordering/atomicity conditions. In this way, **Witcher** uses likely-ordering/atomicity conditions to reduce NVM state test space without manual annotations. **Witcher** does not require prior knowledge of truth and does not assume the conditions are always correct; if two conditions contradict, we test both cases to discern which one is correct using output equivalence checking. In section §5.2.2, we present more generalized rules to infer likely-ordering/atomicity conditions beyond guarded protection.

### 4.1.2 Validation with Output Equivalence Checking

**Witcher** uses *output equivalence checking* to validate if an NVM state that violates an inferred likely-ordering/atomicity condition is indeed inconsistent, indicating a crash consistency bug. Many NVM programs, such as persistent key-value stores and indexes, aim to provide durable linearizability [64] at the operation granularity (*e.g.*, `insert`, `delete`). That is, upon a crash, an NVM program should behave as if the operation where the crash occurred is either fully executed or not at all executed (*i.e.*, all or nothing semantics). Therefore, **Witcher** can validate crash consistency by comparing the outputs of executions with and without a crash. If a program that recovers from an NVM state violating a likely-ordering/atomicity condition produces an output different from the executions without a crash, then we can confidently conclude that the program is not crash-consistent. If so, the violation of a likely-ordering/atomicity condition is a true bug.

Output equivalence checking allows **Witcher** to automatically detect persistence correctness bugs without manual annotations or a user-provided full consistency checker. Output equivalence checking requires that the test case is deterministic; *i.e.*, given the same input, a program should produce the same output. Moreover, output equivalence checking relies on
test cases, and thus some crash consistency bugs may not be detected if they do not produce visible symptoms (e.g., segmentation-fault, different output, etc.) on the given test cases. This implies that we may have false negatives. However, any detected output divergence is indeed an indicator of a true correctness bug; i.e., we do not have false positives.

4.2 Likely-linearization Point Inference

We propose **Durinn**, which detects persistence correctness bugs by inferring likely-linearization points.

**Durinn** is based on the novel observation on the gap between a linearization point, where the changes to a data structure becomes visible, and a durability point, where the changes become persistent and thus remain visible even after a crash. After analyzing what could go wrong if a crash occurs before, after, or between the linearization and durability points, we derive three durable linearizability (DL) bug patterns that render a linearizable data structure not durably linearizable.

To tame the huge test space, **Durinn** uses two novel techniques: *adversarial crash state and thread interleaving construction* and *likely-linearization point inference*. **Durinn** serves as an adversary of the three DL bug patterns and actively constructs adversarial crash scenarios that specify which stores to (or not to) persist and which thread interleaving to consider. The intuition behind adversarial crash state construction is to maximize the distance between a constructed crash state and a consistent state preserving DL conditions, thus increasing the likelihood of revealing persistence correctness bugs. Furthermore, **Durinn** employs static program analysis to identify *likely-linearization points* and focuses on testing a program crash before and after those linearization points.
In this section, we introduce the gap analysis between a linearization point and a durability point (§4.2.1), adversarial NVM state and thread interleaving construction (§4.2.2), and likely-linearization point inference (§4.2.3).

4.2.1 The Gap between Linearization Point and Durability Point

As illustrated in Figure 4.2, the duration of an operation can be partitioned into three regions (R1, R2, and R3) based on the linearization point (LP) and the durability point (DP). At LP, the effect of an operation becomes visible to other threads. At DP, the effect of an operation becomes durable (persisted) so that it can survive a crash and remain visible after a crash.

For example, a lock-free insert() operation often uses an atomic instruction on a synchronization variable to make its effect visible in a single step. The atomic update (e.g., CAS) forms LP, and the following cache line flush and fence instructions (e.g., clwb and sfence) become DP.

The gap between LP and DP leads to different visibility and durability guarantees. Before LP (region R1), the effect of an operation is neither visible nor durable. Between LP and DP (region R2), the effect of an operation is visible but not durable. After DP (region R3), the effect of an operation is visible as well as durable. Durable linearizability defines different correct/wrong behaviors depending on when a crash occurs: after DP (region R3), before DP (regions R1 and R2), and between LP and DP (region R1). From the classification, we derive three DL bug patterns.

The first Incompletely-Durable bug pattern considers a crash after DP (region R3 in Figure 4.2). As a crash happens after DP, all the changes made by the crashed operation should be completed and persisted as if no crash has happened. The second Unrecovered-Durable bug pattern considers a crash before DP (regions R1 and R2 in Figure 4.2). As a crash hap-
Figure 4.2: Linearization point and durability point split an operation into three-time intervals as per its visibility and durability guarantees.

pens before DP, any temporal change made by the crashed operation should not be visible after the resumption. The last \textit{Visible-But-Not-Durable} bug pattern considers a crash \textit{between LP and DP} (region \textit{R2} in Figure 4.2). If a crash happens between them, the effect of the current operation may be \textit{visible but not yet durable}. As it is visible, another concurrent operation can see the effect and take an action based on the observation: \textit{e.g.}, returning a non-durable value. In section §6.1, we present a detailed discussion about the three durable linearizability bug patterns, along with real-world examples detected by \textsc{Durinn}.

\subsection{Adversarial NVM State and Thread Interleaving Construction}

We propose an adversarial technique to effectively explore the huge test space in finding persistence correctness bugs. Instead of exhaustively or randomly exploring the testing space, we actively construct adversarial NVM states and adversarial thread interleavings, which are likely to trigger the three DL bug patterns. To the best of our knowledge, \textsc{Durinn} is the first persistence bug detector using an adversarial testing approach.

\textbf{Adversarial NVM state construction.} For each DL bug pattern and a given crash location (\textit{e.g.}, before or after DP), \textsc{Durinn} determines which preceding stores should be or should not be persisted to increase the likelihood of triggering the DL bugs. For example,
when testing a crash after DP, **Durinn** adversarially constructs the (worst-case) NVM state where an update on a synchronization variable is persisted (at DP), but the preceding stores are not as persisted as possible. This way, **Durinn** can maximize the incompleteness of durability of a target operation, increasing the chance to break its “all” (fully-executed) semantic guarantee. **Durinn** constructs only feasible NVM states while obeying the persistence model of a processor and program order semantics (*e.g.*, TSO for x86).

**Adversarial thread interleaving construction.** **Durinn** constructs adversarial thread interleaving only when thread interleaving is indispensable to trigger the DL bug patterns. The main challenge is that two (or more) concurrent operations must be precisely scheduled in a very narrow window between LP and DP. **Durinn** adversarially constructs a thread interleaving such that a concurrent operation is scheduled between LP and DP of another operation.

### 4.2.3 Likely-linearization Point Inference

Our adversarial NVM state and thread interleaving construction requires the knowledge of LP locations. Manual annotation of LPs would be error-prone, and it makes **Durinn** not automatic. A naive approach, considering all stores as LPs, would lead to too many tests.

To address the problem, **Durinn** infers likely-LPs from source code based on the common concurrent NVM programming practices: (1) atomic instructions are used in concurrent programs for synchronization; (2) NVM programs usually use guarded-protection [45] to ensure persistence atomicity; (3) concurrent programs usually make a memory region visible to other threads after initializing the memory region. **Durinn** employs static program analysis to identify the above programming practices and infer likely-LPs. They are then fed to our adversarial NVM state and thread interleaving construction. The inferred likely-LPs are not
necessary to be precise. A false positive LP will only lead to more tests. As far as we know, Durinn is the first persistence bug detector that statically infers linearization points from concurrent NVM programs.

4.3 Program Trace Analysis

We use a trace-based approach to detect persistence performance bugs. Unlike finding persistence correctness bugs, which requires searching possible crashed NVM states, detecting persistence performance bugs does not need crash simulation and only requires tracking the NVM persistence state in program order. For example, to detect an extra flush performance bug, the persistence state of the cacheline to be flushed before executing the flush instruction is needed. We leverage the collected dynamic program trace and detect persistence performance bugs during NVM persistence simulation.
Chapter 5

Inferring Likely-ordering/atomicity Conditions for Persistence Correctness Bug Detection

This chapter introduces Witcher, which infers likely-ordering/atomicity conditions to detect persistence bugs from NVM programs. Witcher makes the following contributions:

• We propose a new NVM software testing approach that infers likely-ordering/atomicity conditions to effectively explore NVM state test space, and performs output equivalence checking to identify an incorrect execution without user-provided test oracles. To the best of our knowledge, Witcher is the first NVM testing tool that uses program-agnostic rules to find persistence correctness bugs from log-free NVM programs.

• Witcher detects 47 (36 new) persistence correctness bugs in NVM-backed key-value stores and PMDK library. Witcher does not suffer from test space explosion nor requires manual test oracles to detect them. The current Witcher prototype focuses on testing key-value stores in which operation interfaces are well known and thus output equivalence checking can be automatically performed. The proposed ideas can be extended and applied to other NVM programs beyond key-value stores.

In the following sections of this chapter, we first present the persistence correctness bugs (§5.1) with real-world code examples, then present the detailed design of Witcher (§5.2).
5.1 Persistence Correctness Bugs

As a processor can evict cache lines in an arbitrary order and does not support atomic update of multiple NVM locations, crash consistency is the problem of guaranteeing persistence ordering and atomicity of NVM locations according to program’s semantics. Thus, violating these is the primary reason for correctness bugs in NVM programs. Based on the root causes, persistence correctness bugs are classified into two categories, i.e., persistence ordering bug (§5.1.1) and persistence atomicity bug (§5.1.2).

5.1.1 Persistence Ordering Bugs

We found that many crash consistency and recovery mechanisms rely on a certain persistence ordering of NVM variables. However, a buggy NVM program may not maintain proper persistence ordering using a cache line flush and a store fence instructions when updating multiple NVM locations.

For example, Level Hashing [134] introduces log-free write operations. It maintains a flag token for each key-value slot where the token denotes if the corresponding key-value slot is empty or not. Figure 5.1(b) shows the log-free level_insert function. It intends to update the key-value slot (Lines 14, 15) before updating the token (Line 18). However, if a crash happens after the token’s cache line is evicted (thus persisted) but before the key-value slot’s cache line is not (before enforcing cache line.flushes at Lines 20–22), an inconsistent state could occur – the token indicates that the corresponding key-value slot is non-empty, but the slot is never written to NVM. Thus, the garbage value can be read (as in Figure 5.3(h)), implying that the insert operation failed to provide an atomic (all or nothing) semantic upon a crash. The persistent barriers at Lines 20-23 should be moved before updating the token at Line 18.
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Figure 5.1: Using the likely-ordering/atomicity conditions inferred from (a), Witcher finds two persistence correctness bugs (b) and (c) in Level Hashing.
5.1.2 Persistence Atomicity Bugs

To ensure the integrity of NVM data, many NVM programs rely on atomic update of NVM variables. However, a buggy NVM program may not correctly enforce persistence atomicity among multiple NVM updates. If a program crashes in the middle of a sequence of NVM updates, an inconsistent state may occur.

Figure 5.1(c) shows a persistence atomicity bug found in Level Hashing’s level_update function. Level Hashing opportunistically performs a log-free update. If there is an empty slot in the bucket storing the old key-value slot, a new slot is stored to the empty slot (Lines 34, 35), and then the old and new tokens are modified (Lines 38, 39). Since the new slot is not overwritten to the old slot, Level Hashing can avoid costly logging operations. However, the code incorrectly assumes that updating two tokens is atomic. If a crash happens right after turning off the old token (Line 38) and the cache line of the old token is evicted (persisted), the crash consistency problem happens. Since the old token is persisted with 0 (empty) but the new token (Line 39) is not turned on, we permanently lose the updating key. To solve this bug, we have to persist two tokens atomically.

5.2 Design of Witcher

Figure 5.2 illustrates Witcher architecture that takes as input a target program (NVM-based persistent key-value stores) and a test case (some sequences of insert, delete, query, etc. operations); and reports as output detected correctness and performance bugs in the program. Witcher first instruments the program and runs the test case to collect a memory trace (§5.2.1). For correctness bugs, Witcher infers likely-ordering/atomicity conditions from the trace (§5.2.2), constructs a set of crash NVM images violating the likely-
ordering/atomicity conditions (§5.2.3), and performs output equivalence checking to validate if a likely-ordering/atomicity condition violation is a true persistence correctness bug (§5.2.4).

Witcher supports testing not only applications (key-value stores) but also PMDK libraries (e.g., persistent heap management, transaction undo logging) as the PMDK libraries internally use low-level persistence primitives (such as `flush` and `fence` instructions) for crash consistency. Witcher provides limited support for multi-threading, and this section assumes testing single-threaded programs.

### 5.2.1 Tracing Memory Accesses

Witcher instruments an NVM program using an LLVM compiler pass [6] and executes the instrumented binary with a test case to collect the execution trace. We trace load, store/non-temporal store\(^1\) (including the updated value), branch, call/return, flush and memory fence instructions.

Suppose we trace Level Hashing in Figure 5.1 using the test case with four operations in Figure 5.3(a). Figure 5.3(b) shows the trace of the last `level_static_query(k)`. Each trace includes a unique Trace ID (TID), a Static instruction ID (SID), which is the instruction location in the binary, and the instruction type. For `load` and `store`, Witcher additionally traces its address, length (not shown), and data (for `store`), and whether it accesses DRAM (white) or NVM (gray).

\(^1\)Non-temporal stores are supported modeled as store+flush.
5.2.2 Inferring Likely-correctness Conditions: Likely-ordering/atomicity Conditions

Witcher correlates program data/control dependencies with NVM crash consistency correctness conditions. We first demonstrate how we can infer likely-ordering/atomicity conditions using the Level Hashing example in Figure 5.1. We then describe a set of inference rules for likely persistence ordering conditions and likely persistence atomicity conditions. Lastly, we explain how Witcher uses program dependence analysis to infer the likely-ordering/atomicity conditions from the trace.

Likely-ordering/atomicity Condition Inference Demonstration

Using the aforementioned Level Hashing example, let us demonstrate how we can infer a likely-ordering/atomicity condition from the query function level_static_query in Figure 5.1.
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ure 5.1(a), and apply it to find the correctness bugs in level_insert and level_update in Figure 5.1(b) and (c). level_static_query reads the key/value only if the token is non-empty. In other words, there is control dependency between the read of a token and a key-value pair (Lines 3-7); e.g., we denote it as R(slot[j].key)$\xrightarrow{cd}$R(token[j]). We analyze the implication of this control dependency as follows.

We first refer to the common NVM programming pattern that uses a flag (token) to ensure the persistence atomicity of data (key/value) as guarded protection. We have observed this guarded protection pattern in many NVM programs including key-value stores [10, 92, 124], logging implementations [17, 53, 54, 63, 76, 110, 122], persistent data structures [27, 31, 55, 73, 79, 80, 97, 102], memory allocators [19, 33, 57, 103, 113], and file systems [29, 36, 37, 67, 125]. The guarded protection follows the following reader-writer pattern around a flag variable, which we call “guardian”; (1) The writer ensures that both key and value are “persisted before” the flag is persisted (Figure 5.1(b)); (2) The reader checks if the flag is set before reading the key and value, which we call “guarded read” (Figure 5.1(a)). The persistence ordering (for the writer side) and the guarded read (for the reader side) together ensure that the reader reads atomic (both old or both new) states of key and value.

From the guarded read pattern in Figure 5.1(a), we infer the first likely-ordering condition; a key-value pair should be persisted before a token – we denote it as P(slot[j].key/value)$\xrightarrow{hb}$W(token[j]). We then extend it to the second likely-atomicity condition – the updates of two or more guardians should be atomic (i.e., AP(token[j] and token[k])). Otherwise, an atomic update of multiple key-value slots cannot be guaranteed.

Later we find that level_insert violates the persistence ordering condition at Line 18, and level_update violates the persistence atomicity condition at Line 39. Witcher tests only NVM states that violate the inferred likely-ordering/atomicity conditions. For example, in level_insert we test only one case that a token is persisted but a key-value pair is
not persisted, which violates the writer pattern in the guarded protection. Similarly, in `level_update` we test two cases that one token is persisted and another token is not.

In this way, Witcher uses likely-ordering/atomicity conditions to reduce NVM state testing space without manual annotations. Witcher does not require prior knowledge of truth and does not assume the conditions are always correct; if two conditions contradict, we test both cases to discern which one is correct using output equivalence checking.

**Inference Rules**

*Table 5.1* summarizes the inference rules. At a high level, each rule looks for control and/or data dependency *Hints* between NVM locations X and Y in a program. Witcher then infers a Persistence Ordering (PO) likely-correctness condition that “X should be persisted before Y” or a Persistence Atomicity (PA) condition that “X and Y should be persisted atomically”. Witcher later constructs an NVM state that violates a likely-ordering/atomicity condition – e.g., “Y is persisted, but X is not” (§5.2.3) and tests if the likely ordering/atomicity violation is a true crash consistency bug using output equivalence checking (§5.2.4). In other words, for two NVM addresses X and Y, if Witcher does not detect any dependency, it does not test such cases involving X and Y. Hence, it saves the test time, assuming that independent NVM objects do not lead to an inconsistent state.

**(PO1) A data dependency implies a persistence ordering.** Consider the code “Y=X+1” where the write of Y is data-dependent on the read of X (which we denote \( \mathbb{W}(Y) \xrightarrow{\text{dd}} \mathbb{R}(X) \)). From the data dependency, we infer a PO condition that for another code region where X and Y are updated, the developer would want X to be persisted before updating Y (i.e., \( \mathbb{P}(X) \xrightarrow{\text{hb}} \mathbb{W}(Y) \) where \( \xrightarrow{\text{hb}} \) stands for happens-before). Otherwise, she may update Y based on “unpersisted” X, leading to an inconsistent state. Based on the reasoning, PO1 in *Table 5.1* says: for
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Hint</th>
<th>Likely-correctness Cond</th>
<th>NVM Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P01</td>
<td>Y=X+3;</td>
<td>W(Y) → R(X)</td>
<td>X=...;Y=...; P(X) → W(Y) Y X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P02</td>
<td>if(X){Y=3;}</td>
<td>W(Y) → R(X)</td>
<td>X=...;Y=...; P(X) → W(Y) Y X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P03</td>
<td>if(X){Z=Y+3;}</td>
<td>R(Y) → R(X)</td>
<td>Y=...;X=...; P(Y) → W(X) X Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA1</td>
<td>if(X){M=N+3;} if(Y){K=J+3;}</td>
<td>R(N) → R(X) R(J) → R(Y) X=...;Y=...; AP(X,Y) X Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: The inference rules P01–P03 are for persistence ordering likely-correctness conditions and PA1 is for persistence atomicity.

two NVM locations X and Y, if we find a Hint W(Y) → R(X), we infer a likely PO condition P(X) → W(Y). We later test an NVM state violating the PO condition where Y is persisted, but X is not.

(P02) A control dependency implies a persistence ordering. Based on the same rationale, we infer another PO condition from the control dependency as well: e.g., “if(X) Y=1”.

More formally, P02 says: for two NVM locations X and Y, if we find a Hint W(Y) → R(X), we infer a likely PO condition P(X) → W(Y). Then we test a state violating the PO condition where only Y is persisted.

(P03) A guarded read implies a persistence ordering. As discussed in the demonstration, guarded protection is a common NVM programming pattern. It achieves the atomicity of data using the writer-side persistence ordering and the reader-side guarded read. Based on this observation, if we see a guarded read pattern at a reader side, we infer a PO condition at a writer side. In other words, P03 says: for two NVM locations X and Y, if we find a Hint R(Y) → R(X), we infer a Likely PO Condition P(Y) → W(X). We note that here X is a guardian in the guarded read pattern (e.g., token in Figure 5.1) and thus it should be persisted last (after key and value). We then validate an NVM state violating the condition such that X is persisted but Y is not.
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(PA1) Guardian implies persistence atomicity. As in the PO3 likely-correctness condition, we can find a set of guardians: *e.g.*, `token[j]` and `token[k]` in Figure 5.1. A program state could be inconsistent if all the guardians are not updated atomically — no one guards the guardians. Based on this observation, we infer a PA likely-correctness condition such that two or more guardians should be atomically updated. PA1 says: for two guardians `X` and `Y` from PO3, we infer the Likely PA Condition `AP(X,Y)` that `X` and `Y` should be atomically persisted. We later test NVM states such that only one guardian is persisted. This approach allows us to reduce testing space significantly because we will not test persistence atomicity for well-guarded NVM data. For example, if a program applies the guarded read patterns on `key` and `value` in all places (using `token` as a guardian), then we do not test persistence atomicity between them. Given `N` guardians, there will be `N^2` PA1 conditions. To avoid scalability issues, when checking a PA1 violation, Witcher keeps track of a set of `N` guardians instead of `N^2` conditions, and checks if two stores before a fence belong to the set.

**Data/Control Dependence Analysis**

Witcher performs program dependence analysis to infer likely-ordering/atomicity conditions from the source codes and execution traces. Witcher first constructs a Program Dependence Graph (PDG) [40, 49, 101] where a node represents a traced instruction, and an edge represents data or control dependency. Then, Witcher simplifies the PDG into what we called Persistence Program Dependence Graph (PPDG) that captures dependencies between NVM accesses to make it easy to apply the likely-ordering/atomicity condition inference rules. For example, Figure 5.3(c) shows the PDG of the trace (b), and (d) shows the PPDG. Witcher uses a mix of static and dynamic trace analysis to construct a PDG. When instrumenting the source code for tracing (§5.2.1), it performs static analysis to capture register-level data and control dependency. Then it extracts memory-level data dependence by analyzing
memory-level data-flow in the collected trace. This dynamic memory-level data dependency analysis improves PDG’s precision compared to static-only analysis, which suffers from the imprecision of pointer analysis. The static instruction IDs (binary address) are used to map static and dynamic information.

**Witcher** converts a PDG to a PPDG as follows. Initially, the PPDG has only (gray) NVM nodes. **Witcher** traverses the PDG from one NVM node to another NVM node. If there is at least one control-flow edge along the path, it adds a control-flow edge in the PPDG. If a path includes only data-flow edges, it adds a data-flow edge in the PPDG. No path implies no dependency.

Given the PPDG, **Witcher** then applies the inference rules in Table 5.1. For each edge and two nodes in the PPDG, **Witcher** considers the type of edge (control vs. data) and the type of instructions (store vs. load). When **Witcher** finds a Hint, it records the corresponding Likely-ordering/atomicity Condition. For example, the PPDG in Figure 5.3(d) shows that $R(key) \xrightarrow{cd} R(token)$. Based on PO3, we infer the PO condition $I_1: P(key) \xrightarrow{hh} W(token)$ in (e). Similarly, we can infer the PO conditions $I_2$ and $I_3$. Moreover, as $token$ and $key$ are guardians for guarded reads, based on PA1, we infer the PA condition $I_4: AP(token, key)$.

### 5.2.3 NVM State Construction

The next step is to generate a set of crash NVM images\(^2\) that violate the likely-ordering/atomicity conditions. Later in §5.2.4, we will describe how **Witcher** loads these NVM images and uses output equivalence checking to validate if a likely-ordering/atomicity condition violation is a true bug or not.

At a high level, **Witcher** generates crash NVM images as follows. **Witcher** takes as input

\(^2\)In PMDK, an NVM image is a regular file containing an NVM heap state created, loaded, and closed by PMDK APIs [59].
the same trace used to collect likely-ordering/atomicity conditions and performs cache and NVM simulations along the trace. During the simulation, Witcher cross-checks if there is any violation of likely-ordering/atomicity conditions. Each violating NVM state forms a crash NVM image to test. Witcher produces a set of crash NVM images for further validation.

Simulating Cache and NVM States

The goal of the cache/NVM simulations is to generate only feasible NVM states that violate likely-ordering/atomicity conditions but still obey the semantics of a persistence control at a cache line granularity (e.g., the effects of a flush instruction). Starting from the empty cache and NVM states, Witcher simulates the effects of store, flush, and fence instructions along the trace while honoring the memory (consistency) model of a processor. In particular, Witcher supports Intel’s x86-64 architecture model, as in Yat [78]. The following two rules are, in particular, relevant to the cache/NVM simulations: (1) A fence instruction guarantees that all the prior flush-ed stores are persisted. (2) A processor does not reorder two store instructions in the same cache line (following the x86-TSO memory consistency model [62, 116]).

Consider the trace of Level Hashing’s level_insert code in Figure 5.3(f). After simulating the first three store instructions (TID 200-202), there could be multiple valid cache/NVM states. For example, the data ‘‘k’’ for key could either remain in a cache (unpersisted) or could be evicted (persisted). The same is true for the val and token. However, after finishing the execution of the last fence instruction (TID 205), key and val are guaranteed to be persisted (due to flush and fence). Still, token could be either unpersisted or persisted.
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Detecting Likely-ordering/atomicity Condition Violations

During the simulation, Witcher checks if there could be an NVM state that violates a likely-ordering/atomicity condition before executing each fence instruction because the fence ensures a persistent state change. Witcher considers all possible persisted/unpersisted states while honoring the above cache/NVM simulation rules.

Consider the trace of Level Hashing’s level_insert code in Figure 5.3(f) again. Before we execute the last fence instruction (TID 205), we check the four likely-ordering/atomicity conditions against the trace as shown in (e). For instance, I1 says that \( P(key) \xleftarrow{hb} W(token) \). The state violating the PO condition is the one that token is persisted, but key is not. We check if this PO violation is feasible in this code region (before the fence). The answer is yes—a program crashes between the TID 202 store and the TID 203 flush instructions, and the cache line for token is evicted (persisted) but not for key and val (unpersisted). This forms the first crash NVM image IMG1 in (g). Similarly, we can find IMG1 is also the state that I3 and I4 are violated. We can also find the second IMG2 in (g) violating I2 and I4.

Each crash NVM image is indeed represented as a pair of a fence ID and a set of store IDs, which specifies where to crash and which stores to be persisted, respectively. Witcher repeats the process along the trace and generates a set of crash NVM images that will be validated in the next step.

5.2.4 Durable Linearizability Validation

Witcher validates the crash NVM images violating likely-ordering/atomicity conditions and detects crash consistency bugs using output equivalence checking. In particular, Witcher focuses on testing durable linearizability [64]. That is, a crash-consistent NVM program should behave as if the operation where the crash occurred is either fully executed (committed) or
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not at all executed (rolled back). Thus, the program resumed from a crash NVM image should produce the same output as one of these two committed or rolled-back executions, which we call oracles.

Consider the example in Figure 5.3 again. Using the test case insert(k,v0), delete(k,v0), insert(k,v1), and query(k) in (a), we analyzed the trace of the third insert(k,v1) operation in (f) and generated two crash NVM images in (g). The first IMG1 reflects an NVM state that the first two operations, insert(k,v0) and delete(k,v0), are correctly performed, and the program crashes in the middle of the third insert(k,v1) where only token is persisted, and key and value remain unpersisted – i.e., IMG1 has the old value v0.

Witcher generates two oracles to compare. The first oracle reflects an execution where the crashed operation is committed – thus we run the test case insert(k,v0), delete(k,v0), insert(k,v1), and query(k) (no crash) and records v1 (the new value) as the output of query(k). The second oracle mimics an execution where the crashed operation is rolled back – we run the same test case without the third insert(k,v1) and log null as the output of query(k). Altogether, the oracles say that the correct output of the last query(k) is either v1 or null.

Witcher uses the same test cases (used for tracing and inference) for output equivalence checking. Witcher loads a crash NVM image, runs a recovery code (if it exists), executes the rest of the test cases, records their outputs, and compares them with the oracles. For example with IMG1, query(k) returns the old value v0 (as neither the deletion of k nor the insertion of new value v1 was persisted) – Witcher detects the mismatch and reports the test case and the crash NVM image information (the crash location as the fence TID, and the persistence state as the persisted store ID). On the other hand, a similar analysis with the second IMG2 shows that the output (null) matches the oracles, so Witcher does not report it as correctness bugs.
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One key benefit of output equivalence checking is that all the reported cases indeed indicate buggy inconsistent states (no false positives). Nonetheless, many cases may share the same root cause: e.g., a bug in insert operation may repeatedly appear in a trace if the test case has many insert calls. To help programmers analyze the root causes, Witcher clusters the bug reports according to operation type (e.g., insert, delete) and execution path (a sequence of basic blocks) that appeared in the trace. We found that our clustering scheme significantly facilitates the root cause analysis. After one root cause is found, reasoning about the redundant cases along the same program path is relatively simpler. Multiple clusters may share the same root cause.
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Inferring Likely-linearization Points for Persistence Correctness Bug Detection

This chapter introduces Durinn, which infers likely-linearization points to detect persistence correctness bugs from NVM programs. Durinn makes the following scientific contributions:

- We present three durability linearizability bug patterns after performing the detailed analysis on how a linearizable data structure may violate durable linearizability.

- To our best knowledge, Durinn is the first durable linearizability checker designed for concurrent NVM data structures. The proposed adversarial crash state and thread interleaving construction and likely-linearization point inference allow Durinn to detect persistence correctness bugs in an active and scalable manner.

- Durinn reports 27 (15 new) persistence correctness bugs and outperforms state-of-the-art NVM testing tools in terms of bug detection effectiveness and test space reduction.

In the following sections of this chapter, we first present the three durability linearizability bug patterns (§6.1), then introduce the detailed design of Durinn (§6.2).
6.1 Durable Linearizability Bugs

This section presents three durable linearizability bug patterns derived from the gap analysis, along with real-world examples detected by Durinn (§6.1.1 - §6.1.3).

6.1.1 DL Bug Pattern 1: An Incompletely-Durable Bug

The first Incompletely-Durable bug pattern considers a crash after DP (region r3 in Figure 4.2). As a crash happens after DP, all the changes made by the crashed operation should be completed and persisted as if no crash has happened. In other words, the crashed operation should provide the “all” (fully-executed) semantic guarantee. After resuming from a crash, if another operation may observe incompletely durable effects, then it may produce wrong output violating durable linearizability. Figure 6.1 illustrates the Incompletely-Durable bug pattern. Since the crash happens after DP of T1’s insert(K,V), to be durable linearizable, T2’s get(K) should return V after the recovery.

To avoid Incompletely-Durable bugs, all the preceding stores must be persisted before the store (or CAS) on a synchronization variable becomes persisted (DP), using cache line flush and fence instructions. This is analogous to the linearizability programming idiom in which all the preceding stores must be visible before the store (or CAS) on a synchronization variable become visible (LP), using a fence instruction.

Figure 6.4(a) shows a part of rehashing code in P-CLHT [80], a concurrent NVM hash table. The code first allocates a new hash table (line 4), updates/persists the new hash table (lines 6-7), and then atomically sets the root pointer h to the new hash table, making its effect visible (line 11, which is LP). However, clflush_next_check at line 8 does not flush all the updated NVM data in the new hash table and leaves a part unpersisted (an Incompletely-
Durable bug). If a crash happens after DP – after persisting the root pointer h (line 13), the inserted key-value data after a crash may be lost, violating durable linearizability.

![Diagram of Incompletely-Durable Bug Pattern](image1)

**Figure 6.1:** An *Incompletely-Durable* bug pattern. If a crash occurs after DP, the `insert` operation should make all its effects durable completely. Otherwise, the `get` operation after a crash may not be able to see its effect, producing wrong output.

![Diagram of Unrecovered-Durable Bug Pattern](image2)

**Figure 6.2:** An *Unrecovered-Durable* bug pattern example. If a crash happens before DP, the `insert` operation should recover (undo) any partially durable effect. Otherwise, the `get` operation after a crash may see its partial effect, producing wrong output.

![Diagram of Visible-But-Not-Durable Bug Pattern](image3)

**Figure 6.3:** A *Visible-But-Not-Durable* bug pattern. For a crash between LP and DP of `insert`, the concurrent `get` may observe and return the visible-but-not-durable value. However, the second `get` after a crash may not be able to return the same value as the effect of `insert` is not durable.
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(a) Incompletely-Durable bug

(b) Unrecovered-Durable bug

(c) Visible-But-Not-Durable bug

Figure 6.4: Durable linearizability bug examples in P-CLHT \[80\] (a) and Fast-Fair \[55\] (b) and (c). A red circle represents LP; green represents DP; and a red lightning bolt represents a crash.

6.1.2 DL Bug Pattern 2: An Unrecovered-Durable Bug

The second **Unrecovered-Durable** bug pattern considers a crash before DP (regions \(R1\) and \(R2\) in Figure 4.2). As a crash happens before DP, any temporal change made by the crashed op-
operation should not be visible after the resumption. That is, the crashed operation should support the “nothing” (not-at-all-executed) semantic. After resuming from a crash, if another operation may observe unrecovered durable effects, it may produce wrong output violating durable linearizability. Figure 6.2 illustrates the Unrecovered-Durable bug pattern. Since the crash happens before DP of T1’s insert(K,V), to be durable linearizable, T2’s get(K) should not return V after the recovery.

To avoid Unrecovered-Durable bugs, a durable linearizable data structure may opt to buffer/undo the effects of preceding stores before DP, or embed a custom logic to safely ignore partial NVM updates: e.g., read key K and value V only if token T is set. This pattern is called “guarded protection” [45] and we discuss it in detail in §6.2.2.

Figure 6.4(b) shows an Unrecovered-Durable bug from Fast-Fair [55], a lock-based NVM B+tree. While splitting a node, it first creates a new node (line 17) and initializes the new node (lines 18-19). Then it adds the new node to the sibling of the current node (line 22) and persists the change (line 23). Later, it sets the new root (line 25, which is LP). If a crash happens before persisting the new root node (line 28, DP), the B+tree will be in an illegal state in which the root node has a sibling node. Any further operation leads to a program crash and will lose all previously completed operations, violating durable linearizability.

### 6.1.3 DL Bug Pattern 3: A Visible-But-Not-Durable Bug

The last Visible-But-Not-Durable bug pattern considers a crash between LP and DP (region R2 in Figure 4.2). If a crash happens between them, the effect of the current operation may be visible but not yet durable. As it is visible, another concurrent operation can see the effect and take an action based on the observation: e.g., returning a non-durable value.

Figure 6.3 illustrates an example. While thread T1 is performing an insert(K,V) operation and just finishes executing its LP but not DP, thread T2 performs a concurrent get(K)
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operation. The concurrent \texttt{get}(k) sees the non-durable effect of \texttt{insert}(k,v) and returns the value \(v\). As the \texttt{get}(k) is completed before a crash, to be durable linearizable, \(T_2\)'s second \texttt{get}(k) after the recovery should return \(v\) as well, but it cannot as the effect of \texttt{insert}(k,v) has not been persisted. Note that Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs may also occur between concurrent writers, say two \texttt{insert}(A) and \texttt{insert}(B) operations in a sorted linked list. The later \texttt{insert}(B) operation in the linearizable order may see the effect of the earlier \texttt{insert}(A) operation, adding B after A. Durable linearizability may be violated if a crash occurs after \texttt{insert}(B) completes but before \texttt{insert}(A) finishes.

To avoid \textit{Visible-But-Not-Durable} bugs, an operation (later in the linearizable order) may be designed to wait until the earlier operation passes its DP. Alternatively, one operation may help persist the update on a synchronization variable of another operation. The helping logic is analogous to the linearizability programming idiom in which one thread helps fix temporal inconsistency on behalf of another thread.

Figure 6.4(c) shows a \textit{Visible-But-Not-Durable} bug from Fast-Fair [55]. The left code (\texttt{store}) and the right code (\texttt{linear_search}) are parts of \texttt{insert} and \texttt{get} operations, respectively. An \texttt{insert} operation first acquires the lock (line 30) then writes key and ptr (lines 31-33). It then persists the writes (line 34) and releases the lock at the end (line 35). Since Fast-Fair allows concurrent (non-blocking) \texttt{get} operations while splitting a node, linking a new node is LP for \texttt{insert} (line 33). On the other hand, the \texttt{get} operation refers to ptr (line 38, which is LP for \texttt{get}) while checking if there is any key change in-between by reading it twice (lines 37, 39). Suppose \texttt{linear_search} is scheduled between the LP (line 33) and DP (line 34) of \texttt{store} as shown in the figure. The concurrent \texttt{get} operation can read visible-but-not-durable data. If the crash happens before \texttt{insert}'s DP (line 34). After the recovery, the previously returned data cannot be accessed anymore because unpersisted data will be lost upon a crash. Thus, Fast-Fair violates durable linearizability.
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6.2 Design of Durinn

We present the overall architecture of Durinn at Figure 6.5. Durinn takes as input a target NVM data structure and a test case (a sequence of operations, such as insert, delete, and get) and reports detected durable linearizability bugs. Durinn first instruments a program and runs a test case to collect a memory trace (§6.2.1). Durinn then infers likely-linearization points from the trace (§6.2.2). Given the memory trace and the identified likely-linearization points, Durinn performs adversarial NVM state and thread interleaving construction (§6.2.3) to generate a collection of crashed NVM images and thread schedules to test. Lastly, Durinn validates the generated crashed NVM images along with the generated thread schedules to detect durable linearizability bugs (§6.2.4).

6.2.1 Tracing Memory Accesses

Durinn instruments all NVM memory accesses (load, store\(^1\)) and NVM heap allocation. Durinn also traces control flow transfers (branch, function call) because our likely-linearization point inference (§6.2.2) relies on program dependence analysis. To track the persistent state (i.e., whether an NVM address is persisted or not) for adversarial NVM state construction (§6.2.3), we instrument all flush and memory fence instructions. We also trace lock operations for adversarial thread interleaving construction (§6.2.3). For durable linearizability validation (§6.2.4), we trace the value of each store instruction.

\(^1\)Non-temporal stores are supported/modelled as store+flush.
We implement an LLVM compiler pass [6] for the instrumentation and execute the instrumented binary with a test case to collect an execution trace. To ensure the total ordering in the execution trace for the analysis of multi-threaded programs, we protect our tracing code using a global mutex.

### 6.2.2 Inferring Likely-correctness Conditions: Likely-Linearization Points

**Durinn** infers likely-linearization points by analyzing three concurrent NVM programming practices: *Atomic instruction, Guarded-Protection* and *Publish-after-Initialization*.

**Atomic Instruction.** In lock-free data structures, atomic instructions are typically used to update a synchronization variable and to make the effect of an operation atomically visible to other threads. Thus, **Durinn** identifies atomic instructions (*e.g.*, CAS, fetch-and-add) as likely-linearization points for lock-free writer operations (*e.g.*, insert).

**Guarded-Protection.** Guarded protection is a widely used NVM programming pattern (*e.g.*, key-value store, persistent data structure, file systems) to ensure atomic persistence of data [45]. A flag variable called “guardian” denotes whether the “guarded data” is valid or not. Thus, writing or reading a guardian is a linearization point. In Figure 6.6(a), for instance, a writer ensures that key and value are persisted before the flag, a guardian, is persisted. Also, a reader check if the flag (line 11) is set before reading the key and value (“guarded read”). Writing to the flag (line 7) is writer’s linearization point since the changes become visible after setting the flag.

Based on this observation, **Durinn** performs program analysis to identify any stores to guardians. **Durinn** first finds out the guarded read pattern in the code to identify guardian candidates from conditional branch instructions. From the branch condition variables,
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```
// writer
1  *key_ptr = key;
2  *val_ptr = val;
3  flush(key_ptr);
4  flush(val_ptr);
5  fence();
6
7  flag = 1; // set guardian
8  flush(&flag);
9  fence();
// reader
10  // guardian read
11  if (flag == 1)
12    func(key_ptr, val_ptr);
```

(a) Guarded-Protection

```
1   // Memory allocation
2   Node* new_node = alloc(sz);
3   // Initialization
4   new_node->key = key;
5   new_node->val = val;
6   new_node->next = NULL;
7   flush(&new_node->key);
8   flush(&new_node->val);
9   flush(&new_node->next);
10  fence();
11
12 // Add node to the core
13  core->tail = new_node;
14  flush(&core->tail);
15  fence();
```

(b) Publish-after-Initialization

Figure 6.6: Examples for Guarded-Protection and Publish-after-Initialization from (a) CCEH [97] and (b) NVTraverse [43]. Likely-linearization points are at line 7 and 13 in (a) and (b), respectively.

**Durinn** performs the backward dataflow analysis to identify NVM memory addresses that are data-dependent on the branch condition variables. Then **Durinn** marks the stores to those NVM memory addresses as likely-linearization points.

**Publish-after-Initialization.** As an optimization to reduce persistence overhead, many NVM program follows so-called publish-after-initialization steps when adding a new memory object in the global data structure: (1) first allocating an NVM memory, (2) initializing the memory, and finally (3) linking (publishing) the memory to the global structure. For example, in Figure 6.6(b), a node is allocated first (line 2), then initialized (lines 4-10), finally is linked to the global list (core->tail at lines 13-15). The benefit of the publish-after-initialization idiom is that any writes to the new memory (lines 4-10) are not externally visible so that the persistence ordering of the writes in the initialization phase is relaxed until the new memory is published (line 13), improving performance (only one fence is needed at line 10).
Based on this NVM programming idiom, we filter out all the stores to newly allocated memory regions within an operation, and exclude them from likely-linearization points. We found that this pruning is highly useful for operations requiring many writes, such as node split/merge operations for a tree and a rehashing operation for a hash table.

6.2.3 NVM State and Thread Interleave Construction

In this section, we first describe our adversarial construction approaches for each DL bug pattern. We then introduce our cache/NVM simulations to generate feasible NVM states for the validation.

Incompletely-Durable Bug Pattern

Testing Incompletely-Durable bugs can be performed for each operation in isolation without considering concurrent operations. When a crash happens after DP, to be durable linearizable, the crashing operation should provide the “all” (fully-executed) semantic and ensure that its effect remains visible after a crash (Figure 6.1). Then, the adversarial NVM state that increases the chance to trigger Incompletely-Durable bugs for a crash after DP would be to make all the preceding stores as unpersisted as possible. In other words, we artificially attempt to create a feasible yet worst NVM state that many updates made by an operation are not persisted.

Figure 6.7(a) illustrates our adversarial NVM state construction for \texttt{insert}(k,v) in which an atomic update to a synchronization variable \textit{T} serves as LP and persisting it serves as DP. The adversarial NVM state would be to make the change to \textit{T} persisted, but leave the changes to key and value unpersisted so that the new key and value data is not visible after a crash even though the synchronization variable \textit{T} says differently. Note that we attempt
Unrecovered-Durable Bug Pattern

Testing Unrecovered-Durable bugs can also be performed for each operation in isolation. If a crash happens before DP, for durable linearizability, the crashing operation should provide the “nothing” (not-at-all-executed) semantic and ensure that any partial update is not visible after a crash (Figure 6.2). Then, the adversarial NVM state that stress-tests the data structure under test to expose Unrecovered-Durable bugs for a crash before DP would be to make all the preceding stores as persisted as possible. That is, we are interested in constructing a feasible yet worst NVM state that many updates made by an operation are persisted, stress-testing its recovery logic.

Figure 6.7: Adversarial test strategies for Incompletely-Durable, Unrecovered-Durable, and Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs. LP: linearization point. DP: durability point. SV: synchronization variable.

(a) Incompletely-Durable test.
(b) Unrecovered-Durable test.
(c) Visible-But-Not-Durable test.

to leave stores unpersisted only if possible. We do not force. We obey memory consistency and persistence model (e.g., the semantics of fence, flush).
Figure 6.7(b) shows our adversarial NVM state construction for the same \texttt{insert(k,V)} example in which \texttt{CAS(T)} is LP and persisting it is DP. We construct the adversarial NVM state such that the changes to key and value are persisted, but not the synchronization variable \(T\). This way, the new key and value data may be visible after a crash when the synchronization variable \(T\) says they should not.

**Visible-But-Not-Durable Bug Pattern**

The Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs are related to the case where an operation takes an action after observing a visible-yet-not-durable state of another concurrent operation (Figure 6.3). Unlike the prior two bug patterns, testing Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs should be performed in a context sensitive manner. Figure 6.7(c) illustrates our adversarial NVM state and thread interleaving method for Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs, which requires the following three conditions.

**Requirements.** First, \texttt{Durinn} needs (1) \textit{racy operations}. In Figure 6.7(c), thread T1’s \texttt{insert(k,V)} writes (\texttt{CAS}) on \(T\) and T2’s \texttt{get(k)} reads \(T\). Second, \texttt{Durinn} needs some (2) \textit{prefix operations} (a sequence of other operations to execute before testing racy operations) that construct the preconditions for a race condition to be triggered. For example, an NVM data structure should be in a certain state (\textit{e.g.}, initiating a resizing or node splitting process) to exhibit a race condition. Last, \texttt{Durinn} needs to control (3) \textit{precise thread interleaving} in which a thread makes a progress based on another thread’s visible-but-not-durable effect and a crash happens between LP and DP as illustrated in Figure 6.7(c).

**Challenges.** However, constructing the test scenarios that satisfy all the three conditions is very challenging because not only search space is huge but also the three conditions are inter-dependent. For example, two racy operations with one sequence of prefix operations may not be racy any more with another sequence of prefix operations.
Our Approach. We propose techniques to find out adversarial (1) racy operations, (2) prefix operations, and (3) thread interleaving in a scalable manner by analyzing a single-threaded execution trace. Figure 6.8 shows the overall workflow. First, Durinn detects potentially racy two operation by analyzing a single-threaded memory trace. Second, if two racy operations are not consecutive, Durinn reorders the operations of the test case, places the two operations consecutively, and checks whether the same race can be triggered: i.e., the new memory trace with the re-ordered operations still include the same race. Last, if two re-ordered operations are still racy, Durinn generates adversarial thread interleaving for these two operations. In the rest, we discuss each step in detail.

(1) Finding racy operations. The first step is to find potentially race operations. The inputs for the analysis are a single-threaded execution trace (§6.2.1) and the inferred likely-linearization points (§6.2.2). Durinn finds a pair of potentially racy operations that write-write or write-read synchronization variables (updated at likely-linearization points). These two potentially racy operations are not necessary to be consecutive in a single-threaded execution trace. In Figure 6.8 (1), operation 10 and 20 are such potentially racy operations.
(2) **Finding prefix operations.** A pair of potentially racy operations from the first step may not be racy when run in parallel. One main reason is that these two operations ran with different preceding operations (*i.e.*, prefix operations). In Figure 6.8 (1), the prefix of operation 10 is operation 1-9 but the prefix operations of operation 20 is operation 1-19. Hence, the precondition of an NVM data structure when running these two operations may be different, so these two operations may not be racy when run in parallel.

To filter out such spurious racy operations, **Durinn** re-orders operations such that the two operations have the common prefix operations and places two potentially racy operations consecutively. In Figure 6.8 (2), operations 1-9 and 11-19 becomes the prefix of operation 10 and 20. We then run the instrumented program with the prefix and the two racy operations in a single thread and generate a new execution trace. If two candidates (operation 10 and 20) are still racy with the re-arranged operations, the prefix and racy operations will be fed in to the last step to construct thread interleaving of the two racy operations.

(3) **Controlling thread interleaving and generating NVM state.** For a given prefix operations, **Durinn** should precisely control thread interleaving of two concurrent racy operations. For example, in Figure 6.8 (3), thread 1 writes synchronization variable $T$ first, which is LP, then thread 2 preempts and reads $T$ then return the $V$ to user. A crash should happen right after when the operation in thread 2 finishes and before thread 1 executes DP to trigger a Visible-But-Not-Durable bug.

In order to precisely control thread interleaving, **Durinn** uses a runtime technique using breakpoints. **Durinn** sets breakpoints at the load and store of the synchronization variable (*e.g.*, $T$ in Figure 6.8). After executing the prefix operations in a single-threaded manner, **Durinn** lets thread 1 run until reaching to the breakpoint of the store instruction to the synchronization variable. Then **Durinn** lets thread 2 run until it reaches the breakpoint of the load instruction of the synchronization variable. Then **Durinn** lets thread 2 resume and
infects a crash right after finishing its operation.

Upon the crash, Durinn leaves all stores in thread 1 unpersisted as an adversarial NVM state. Note that thread 2 may not be able to finish its operation if other synchronization with thread 1 is involved (e.g., deadlock). Durinn detects such a case with a timeout, and regards such thread interleaving infeasible. Durinn generates a gdb command script to automate the whole process.

Cache and NVM simulations

Durinn generates NVM crash images according to the adversarial NVM state and thread interleaving testing methods. To consider only feasible NVM states, Durinn simulates cache behaviors while obeying processor’s memory consistency and persistence models. Durinn starts from the empty cache and NVM states and simulate the effects of store, flush, and fence instructions along an execution trace. Particularly, we implemented Intel’s x86-64 architecture model following total store order (TSO) memory model consistency model [62, 116].

6.2.4 Durable Linearizability Validation

Durinn runs the NVM data structure under test from an NVM crash image (generated in §6.2.3) and checks if it violates durable linearizability by executing a sequence of validating operations. At a high level, the validating operations checks whether all operations before crash take effects (DL’s C2 condition in §2.3); and whether the crashed operation is either fully executed or not at all executed (C3 condition).

More specifically, for an NVM index data structure (e.g., hash table, B-tree), the validating operations comprise: (1) a list of get operations to check all previously inserted but not
deleted key-value pairs exist; (2) a get operation to check the crash operations follows all or nothing semantics; (3) a list of delete operations for all inserted keys; and (4) a list of get operations to check all the deleted keys in the previous step are indeed deleted. Durinn provide similar validating operations for other NVM data structures: e.g., persistent array and queue.
Persistence performance bugs incurs unnecessary program performance degradation but do not cause an inconsistent state, yet it requires significant developers’ time and effort to spot and fix them. Detecting persistence performance bugs have been well studied by previous works [84, 98]. In this dissertation, we use the similar persistence performance bug patterns from previous works to detect persistence performance bugs from our collected memory trace. We treat our trace-based persistence performance bug detection as a bonus of our proposed solutions. We do not claim the novelty of our trace-based persistence performance bug detection and do no claim it as a contribution of this dissertation.

We use a trace-based approach to detect persistence performance bugs. Unlike finding persistence correctness bugs, which requires searching possible crashed NVM states, detecting persistence performance bugs does not need crash simulation and only requires tracking the NVM persistence state in program order. We leverage the collected dynamic program trace and detect persistence performance bugs during NVM persistence simulation.

We detect the following performance bugs based on our trace-based cache/NVM simulation.
(1) **Unpersisted performance bugs.** Some NVM programs unnecessarily place volatile data that does not require persistence in NVM. Developers do not use flush/fence for volatile data. However, NVM accesses have higher latency than DRAM accesses. Developers should have placed them in DRAM. We report an unpersisted performance bug if a store still remains in the cache (not persisted) at the end of simulation yet it passes a durable linearizability validation.

(2) **Extra flush performance bugs.** An extra flush instruction on an NVM variable causes unnecessary high overhead. Removing the extra flush instructions does not break the correctness of an NVM program. When simulating a flush instruction, we report an extra flush performance bug if all prior stores have already been flushed by prior flush instructions.

(3) **Extra fence performance bugs.** An extra fence instruction causes unnecessary high overhead. Removing the extra fence instructions does not break the correctness of an NVM program. When simulating a fence instruction, we report an extra fence performance bug if there are no preceding flush instructions.

(4) **Extra logging performance bugs.** When an NVM program relies on a logging library (e.g., Intel’s PMDK) for crash consistency, the NVM data should be (undo) logged before it is modified the first time. Logging the same NVM region redundantly in a transaction is a performance bug. For transactional NVM programs, we report an extra logging performance bug if a memory region or its subset has already been logged by preceding logging operation in the same transaction.
Chapter 8

Implementation

We implemented our tracing and data flow analysis in LLVM [6]. We built our program dependency analysis based on Giri [112], a dynamic program slicing tool implemented in LLVM. We automatically generated \texttt{gdb} command files based on the locations of breakpoints. To control the progress of each thread in \texttt{gdb}, we set \texttt{scheduler-locking} on. To support our durable linearizability validation, we provide a template driver with placeholders for test program initialization, recovery, and operations (\texttt{e.g.}, lookup/insert/delete). Note that users do not need to specify the correct output (\texttt{e.g.}, \texttt{E\_NOTFOUND} \texttt{v.s. NULL}) because our proposed solutions check if the test and oracle executions produce the same outputs. We run like-correctness condition inference, NVM state and thread interleaving construction, and durable linearizability validation in parallel. Our current prototype supports an NVM program built on PMDK \texttt{libpmem} or \texttt{libpmemobj} libraries to create/load an NVM image from/to disk. To ensure the virtual address of \texttt{mmap}-ed NVM heap are the same across different executions, we set \texttt{PMEM\_MMAP\_HINT} environment variable [61]. \texttt{Witcher} implementation comprises around 3,600 lines of C++ code and 4,400 lines of Python code. \texttt{Durinn} implementation comprises around 1,900 lines of C++ code and 2,700 lines of Python code. The \texttt{Witcher} prototype is available at \url{https://github.com/cosmoss-vt/witcher}. 
Chapter 9

Evaluation

This section presents the evaluation of our proposed solutions. We first introduce the evaluation methodology (§9.1), then present the experiments of Witcher (§9.2) and Durinn (§9.3), and lastly present the results of our trace-based persistence performance bug detection (§9.4).

9.1 Evaluation Methodology

9.1.1 Tested NVM Programs

We evaluate Witcher and Durinn with five groups of NVM programs (Table 9.1). The first group includes five highly optimized persistent key-value indexes, which are the backbone of many key-value stores and storage systems. For high performance, they all have their own crash consistency mechanism using low-level (LL) persistence primitives such as flush and fence instructions. The second group includes seven concurrent persistent indexes converted by RECIPE [80]. We used three different versions/configurations of P-CLHT to compare with Agamotto [98]. Similar to the first group, they implement index-specific custom crash consistency logic using low-level primitives for performance (except for P-CLHT-Aga-TX using PMDK transaction). The third group includes five concurrent lock-free persistent indexes converted by NVTraverse [43]. Similar to the first and second groups, they implement index-specific custom crash consistency logic using low-level primitives for performance. The
fourth group includes eight (example) persistent indexes in PMDK. They used PMDK’s low-level (LL) or transactional (TX) persistence programming model. We used two versions of RB-tree for the comparison with Agamotto. The last group includes PMDK-based Memcached and Redis using PMDK’s LL and TX persistence APIs, respectively.

All the tested NVM programs have been highly optimized for NVM, and most of them have shown to be more scalable than (simple) NVM hash tables and B-trees used in NVM-backed key-value stores such as memcached, redis, pmemkv, etc. All tested programs use PMDK library (libpmemobj) for persistent memory allocation or transaction. For some programs that originally used a volatile memory allocator to emulate NVM using DRAM, we modified the code to use the PMDK memory allocator. We did not add or remove any persistence

---

### Table 9.1: Tested NVM programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Lib</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Core NVM Construct</th>
<th>Concurrency</th>
<th>Witcher Tested</th>
<th>Durinn Tested</th>
<th>Perf Bug Tested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NVM KV Index</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOART [79]</td>
<td>5b4cf3e</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>radix tree</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORT [79]</td>
<td>5b4cf3e</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>radix tree</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast lair [55]</td>
<td>c86f5b</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>b+ tree</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level hash [134]</td>
<td>28eca3f</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>hash table</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCEH [97]</td>
<td>d53b336</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>hash table</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WERT [79]</td>
<td>5b4cf3e</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>radix tree</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECIPE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-ART [80]</td>
<td>5b4cf3e</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>radix tree</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Btree [80]</td>
<td>5b4cf3e</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>b+ tree</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-CLH-aga [80]</td>
<td>53923cf</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>hash table</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-CLH-agatx [80]</td>
<td>53923cf</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>hash table</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Hot [80]</td>
<td>5b4cf3e</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>trie</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Masstree [80]</td>
<td>5b4cf3e</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>b tree + trie</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVTraverse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Tree</td>
<td>v1.4</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>b tree</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-Tree</td>
<td>v1.4</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>crit-bit tree</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB-Tree</td>
<td>v1.4</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>red-black tree</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB-Tree-aga</td>
<td>v0.4</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>red-black tree</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashmap-tx</td>
<td>v1.4</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>hash table</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasmap-atomic</td>
<td>v1.4</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>hash table</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmemk-array [7]</td>
<td>v1.8</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>array</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmemk-queue [9]</td>
<td>v1.8</td>
<td>pmdk v1.8</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>queue</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached</td>
<td>8121b6</td>
<td>PMDK v1.8</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>hash table</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis</td>
<td>v3.2</td>
<td>PMDK v1.8</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>hash table</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend:**
- **LL:** low-level persistence primitives
- **TX:** transaction
- **ST:** single-threaded
- **LB:** lock-based
- **LF:** lock-free
primitives, nor introduce additional memory operations, which may potentially affect the bug detection evaluation. **Witcher** and **Durinn** trace and analyze both applications and PMDK libraries such as persistence heap allocation and transactional undo logging logic.

### 9.1.2 Test Cases

**Witcher** and **Durinn** both require a deterministic test case such that it produces the same output for a given input for durable linearizability validation. Any deterministic test case with good code coverage would suffice.

We randomly generate a list of operations, keys, and values as test cases for evaluation. For operation parameters, to make some dependent operations more meaningful, we assign a higher probability to (1) generate an unused key for **insert**; and (2) to generate a used key for the other operations – **delete**, **update**, **query**, and **scan** – which work on existing keys. We run the NVM programs with a test case consisting of 1,000 and 2,000 randomly generated operations for **Witcher** and **Durinn** evaluation, respectively. We found that 1,000 and 2,000 operations are large enough to achieve a reasonable and stable code coverage (50%-80%) for our tested NVM data structures. Missing code coverage is due to unused features (e.g., garbage collection) and debugging codes.

### 9.1.3 Experimental Setup

We ran all experiments on a 64-bit Fedora 29 machine with two 16-core Intel Xeon Gold 5218 processors (2.30GHz), 192 GB DRAM, and 512 GB NVM.
9.2 Detecting Persistence Correctness Bugs by Inferring Likely-ordering/atomicity Conditions

This section presents the following experiment results for Witcher.

- We report and analyze the persistence correctness bugs (§9.2.1) detected by Witcher along with detailed statistics (§9.2.2).

- We compare Witcher with other NVM persistence bug detectors in terms of test space reduction (§9.2.3) and bug detection effectiveness (§9.2.4).

- We also evaluate Witcher with non-key-value store NVM programs (§9.2.5).

9.2.1 Detected Persistence Correctness Bugs

Witcher detected 47 (36 new) persistence correctness bugs from 18 programs. There were 25 persistence ordering bugs and 22 persistence atomicity bugs. All the bugs were confirmed by the developers. Table 9.2 presents the source code locations, impacts, and fix strategies of the detected correctness bugs.

The detected bugs have diverse impacts: lost, unexpected, duplicated key-value pairs; unexpected operation failure; and inconsistent structure. For example, a crash in the middle of rehashing operation in Level Hashing (Bug IDs 17 and 18 in Table 9.2) may lead to lost, unexpected, duplicated key-value pairs since the metadata is not consistent with the stored key-value pairs. In FAST-FAIR (Bug ID 5), if a crash happens while splitting the root node and right before setting the new root node, the B+tree will be in an illegal state: the root node connects to a sibling node. Any further operation on the B+tree will lead to a program crash.
9.2. Detecting Persistence Correctness Bugs by Inferring Likely-ordering/atomicity Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Total #Bugs</th>
<th>Bug ID</th>
<th>New Code</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Fix strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memcached (3)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>Incorrect persistence order in allocation</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>persistence reorder [3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASMT (1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in node split</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>inconsistency-recoverable design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST-FABH (4)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>Missing persistence primitives</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Partial inconsistency is never recovered</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in node splitting</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in node merge</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level Hashing (17)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>Incorrect persistence order</td>
<td>Unexpected key-value</td>
<td>persistence reorder [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity between two metadata</td>
<td>Duplicated key-value</td>
<td>inconsistency-tolerable design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity between two metadata</td>
<td>Duplicated key-value</td>
<td>inconsistency-tolerable design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity between two metadata</td>
<td>Duplicated key-value</td>
<td>inconsistency-tolerable design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity between two metadata</td>
<td>Duplicated key-value</td>
<td>inconsistency-tolerable design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity between two metadata</td>
<td>Duplicated key-value</td>
<td>inconsistency-tolerable design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity between two metadata</td>
<td>Duplicated key-value</td>
<td>inconsistency-tolerable design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity between two metadata</td>
<td>Duplicated key-value</td>
<td>inconsistency-tolerable design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLHT (2)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-AHT (3)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-BoTree (2)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLHT (1)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-CLHT (1)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashmap (1)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in rehashing</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity in node splitting</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity when creating hashmap</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity when assign pool id and offset</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>Atomicity when assign pool id and offset</td>
<td>Inconsistent structure</td>
<td>logging/transaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: C-O: persistence order correctness bug  C-A: persistence atomicity correctness bug

Table 9.2: List of persistence correctness bugs discovered by Witcher. All 47 bugs have been confirmed by authors or existing tools, and 36 of 47 bugs are new. There are 25 persistence ordering bugs and 22 persistence atomicity bugs. One bug (ID 1) is in the PMDK library.

Case studies. Witcher detects many critical and sophisticated bugs. For instance, Bug ID 1 was a persistence ordering bug in PMDK’s persistent pool allocator pmemobj_tx_zalloc, classified as “Priority 1: showstopper” [3]. The bug did not manifest in other TX-PMDK applications as it resides in a code path that requires a large-size object allocation. As another example, the bug in CLHT (Bug ID 30) only occurs when a program crashes at a specific moment during rehashing while leaving a specific set of stores unpersisted.

Fixing persistence ordering bugs. Witcher detected 25 persistence ordering bugs in
total. 14 persistence ordering bugs occurred because developers did not add persistence primitives (flush/fence) or passed incorrect addresses as parameters. Fixing these bugs is straightforward. The rest of the 11 persistence ordering bugs had persistence primitives, but they persisted multiple stores in an incorrect order. Fixing them requires reordering persistence primitives. For example, Bug ID 1 in PMDK’s pool allocator and Bug ID 7 in level_insert (Figure 5.1(b)) were fixed by reordering source codes [3, 5].

**Fixing persistence atomicity bugs.** Witcher detected 22 persistence atomicity bugs in total. Four cases (Bug IDs 40-43) were a missing logging problem in transactional programs. Fixing is relatively trivial – add logging. For the rest of the 18 bugs appearing in low-level NVM programs, all of them indeed required design or implementation-level changes. We observed the following four fixing strategies: (1) To merge multiple writes into one word-size write to guarantee atomicity [62]. (2) To make program crash-inconsistency-tolerable in which an operation that notices any inconsistent state fixes it on behalf of another operation. This is similar to the concurrent data structure’s helping mechanism [23], where an operation started by one thread but failed is later completed by another thread. (3) To make program crash-inconsistency-recoverable. This solution introduces a recovery code that is executed after a crash and fixes any observed inconsistency. (4) To use logging/transaction techniques.

### 9.2.2 Statistics of Persistence Correctness Bug Detection

Table 9.3 also presents the detailed statistics of Witcher. Across 20 NVM programs, when tested with 2,000 operations, Witcher infers in total 639K (32K on average) likely-ordering conditions and 48K (2.4K) likely-atomicity conditions. Witcher generated 1835K (92K) crash NVM images, 213K (11K) of which failed output equivalence checking.

Witcher finally generated 765 bug reports clustered by operation type and execution path
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| Library       | Name       | Correctness | Total | Likely-Correctness Cond | Inference | Output Equivalence Checking | # ordering conditions | # atomicity conditions | execution time | # crash NVM images | # image w/ output mismatch | # cluster | execution time |
|---------------|------------|-------------|-------|-------------------------|-----------|----------------------------|----------------------|----------------------|----------------|------------------|--------------------------|-----------|----------------|        |
|               |            | C-O | C-A |               |            |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| NVM KV Index  |            |     |     |               |            |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| WORI          |            | 0   | 0   | 0              | 0          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| Fast Fair     |            | 1   | 3   | 4(2)           | 1          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| Level Hash    |            | 10  | 7   | 17             | 1          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| CCH           |            | 0   | 2   | 2(1)           | 0          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| P-Art         |            | 0   | 2   | 2              | 0          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| P-BwTree      |            | 2   | 0   | 2              | 1          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| P-CliFT       |            | 1   | 0   | 1              | 0          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| P-CLHT-Aga    |            | 3   | 0   | 3(1)           | 0          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| P-CLHT-Aga-TX |            | 2   | 0   | 2(2)           | 0          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| P-Fast        |            | 3   | 0   | 3              | 0          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| P-Mastree     |            | 0   | 1   | 1              | 1          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| RECIPE        |            |     |     |               |            |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| B-Tree        |            | 0   | 1   | 1(1)           | 0          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| C-Tree        |            | 0   | 0   | 0              | 0          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| RP-Tree       |            | 0   | 2   | 2              | 0          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| Hashmap-FX    |            | 1   | 0   | 1              | 0          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| Hashmap-atomic|            | 0   | 2   | 2(1)           | 0          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| Server        | Memcached  | 1   | 0   | 1(1)           | 1          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
|               | Redis      | 0   | 0   | 0              | 0          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |
| Total         |            | 25  | 22  | 47(11)         | 1          |                            |                      |                      |                |                  |                          |           |                |        |

C-O: persistence order correctness bug  C-A: persistence atomicity correctness bug  (#): number of known bugs

Table 9.3: The tested NVM programs, the number of detected persistence correctness bugs, and the detailed statistics of Witcher bug detection.

(S5.2.4). To analyze the root cause of the correctness bugs and to communicate with the developers, we investigated all generated bug reports. Witcher provides sufficient information for root cause analysis, including execution trace, crash location, persisted and unpersisted writes, and a crash NVM image, which can be loaded for further gdb debugging. As the third-party tester, we could identify the root causes of detected correctness bugs from the Witcher’s reports, manually but guided by gdb-based debugging. Multiple clusters shared the same root causes, and we reported and confirmed 25 persistence ordering bugs and 22 persistence atomicity bugs.

Table 9.3 reports testing time. Inferring likely-ordering/atomicity conditions took a few minutes to seven hours. Output equivalence checking took a few minutes to three hours, whose total cost is proportional to the number of tested crash NVM images and the cost of each test run. Testing Memcached and Redis based on live networking generally takes longer than the others. Note that Witcher systematically explores and validates feasible NVM
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states (one by one) and thus it may take longer than other dynamic tools (e.g., PMTest) testing one execution, yet it is much faster than other exhaustive testing tools (e.g., Yat) thanks to pruning based on likely-ordering/atomicity conditions. We make the comparison in the following sections.

9.2.3 Scalability and Comparison with Yat

This section evaluates how effectively our likely-ordering/atomicity condition-based approach can prune the testing space, and thus improve scalability. First, we simulate the existing exhaustive-testing-based tool Yat [78] and compare the number of crash states that Yat will validate using the same trace with 2,000 random operations. Figure 9.1 shows the representative results for Level Hashing, FAST-FAIR, and CCEH programs. The test space of Yat is several orders larger than Witcher. Sudden spikes happen in Yat when there is a rehashing in Level Hashing and CCEH or a node split/merge in FAST-FAIR. Witcher only tests when there is a violation of likely-ordering/atomicity conditions, significantly reducing the number of test cases (yet detecting many bugs).

Second, Table 9.3 shows that with likely-ordering/atomicity conditions, Witcher tested 19K-60K NVM states for the three programs. Ideally, we wanted to test the entire NVM states and check if there is any bug that Witcher may miss. However, as shown in Yat simulation, the NVM state space is too huge to explore them all. Alternatively, we tested 100 million randomly chosen NVM states (without considering likely-ordering/atomicity conditions), which is $1677 \times 5224$ larger NVM test space. Running 100M cases costs around one week for each program. The results show that the random 100M cases can only detect one or two of the bugs that Witcher detected, yet there was no new bug. Without a full search, we cannot conclude that likely-ordering/atomicity conditions are sound. However, the result shows that random pruning does not work, and our approach effectively detects many bugs.
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9.2.4 Bug Detection Effectiveness Comparison

We compared the persistence correctness bugs detected by Witcher, Agamotto, PMTest, and XFDetector. Making an apples-to-apples comparison among testing tools is hard with different test cases, testing resources and budgets, bug targets, etc. Therefore, we focus on checking if Witcher can detect the bugs that the others have found. In §9.2.1, we reported that Witcher discovered 36 new persistence correctness bugs.

Agamotto. We tested Agamotto with the same test cases (2,000 operations) used to evaluate Witcher. We set the memory resource as 32GB and the time limit as 24 hours for each Agamotto test. To detect PMDK transaction bugs, we enabled Agtamotto’s custom checker. We evaluated B-Tree, RB-Tree, Hashmap-atomic, P-CLHT, Memcached and Redis including PMDK libraries. We used a modified version of Agamotto from the paper. To execute the same test cases, we asked the authors to support non-symbolic client connections for Memcached and Redis. We also asked them to fix a bug in the bug reporting logic. The modified Agamotto in our experiments found more bugs than the original paper.

Witcher detected all seven persistence correctness bugs detected by Agamotto. Agamotto missed two bugs (Bug IDs 1 and 46) due to the lack of program-specific oracles, showing the benefits of output equivalence checking.
PMTest and XFDetector. We also compared Witcher with two annotation-based approaches. Seven programs were tested by Witcher, PMTest, and XFDetector in common: B-Tree, C-Tree, RB-Tree, Hashmap-TX, Hashmap-atomic, Memcached and Redis. For correctness bugs, Witcher detects three out of four bugs PMTest/XFDetector found in B-Tree (Bug ID 40), RB-Tree (Bug ID 41), and Hashmap-atomic (Bug ID 45). In addition, Witcher detected three more new bugs (Bug IDs 1, 44 and 46), which were missed by PMTest/XFDetector.

Witcher missed one bug in Redis reported by PMTest and XFDetector. The bug turns out to be benign. The bug is in the server initialization code. After allocating a PMDK root object, Redis initializes the root object to zero “outside” of a PMDK transaction. PMTest/XFDetector detects this unprotected update as a bug. However, this is benign – it does not lead to an inconsistent state. The root object was allocated using POBJ_ROOT [11], which already zeroed out the newly allocated object. Both the old and new values are zero. Therefore, it does not matter if the new zero update is persisted or not. Witcher actually detected this store violating a likely-atomicity condition, and performed output equivalence checking. But it does not show any visible divergence. This example particularly shows the benefit of our output equivalence checking, pruning false positives.

Summary. Witcher is able to detect all the known persistence correctness bugs and identify new persistence correctness bugs as well. Witcher uses program-agnostic rules to find persistence correctness bugs from log-free NVM programs. Witcher detects a new group of program-specific persistence correctness bugs, which cannot be detected by previous works because of the lack of program-specific oracles. Witcher’s efficiency could be further improved if integrated with a smart test case generator (e.g., fuzzing, symbolic execution), with which new program paths can be explored, or the same program paths can be achieved with simpler test cases.
9.2.5 Testing Non-Key-value Store NVM Programs

We extended Witcher for testing a persistent array [7] and a persistent queue [9] from PMDK to demonstrate the feasibility of applying Witcher to non-key-value NVM programs. The persistent array supports allocation, reallocation, deallocation, and print operations. The persistent queue supports enqueue, dequeue, and print operations. We extended our template driver to support these non-key-value operations. For output equivalence checking, Witcher leverages outputs from print operations, which list all data in an array or a queue. We redirect the output of each operation to an output file to check if the test and oracle executions produce the same outputs. Similar to previous experiments, Witcher tested them using test cases with randomly generated 2,000 operations. Witcher detected one (known) correctness bug [8] in the persistent array.

9.3 Detecting Persistence Correctness Bugs by Inferring Likely-linearization Points

This section presents the following experiment results for Durinn.

- We report and analyze the persistence correctness bugs detected by Durinn (§9.3.1) along with detailed statistics, including the number of tests and testing time (§9.3.2).
- We evaluate the effectiveness and (empirical) soundness of Durinn’s likely-linearization inference technique (§9.3.3).
- We compare Durinn with other NVM crash-consistency testing tools in terms of bug detection effectiveness and test space reduction (§9.3.4).
9.3.1 Detected Persistence Correctness Bugs

In summary, Durinn detected 27 (15 new) persistence correctness bugs from 12 concurrent NVM data structures. There were 10 Incompletely-Durable bugs, 7 Unrecovered-Durable bugs and 10 Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs. 7 out of 15 new bugs have been confirmed by the developers so far. Table 9.4 shows the source code locations, impacts and fix strategies of the detected bugs.

(DL1) Incompletely-Durable bugs. Durinn detected 10 Incompletely-Durable bugs. Figure 6.4(a) discussed in §6.1.1 is a representative example (Bug ID 19) found in P-CLHT, leading to a lost key-value. As another instance, in P-LF-List (Bug ID 3), a new node is not fully persisted before it is added to the list using a CAS operation (which is LP). If a crash happens before DP (and after LP in this particular case), the list may contain a garbage node leading to an inconsistent structure. To fix Incompletely-Durable bugs, developers need to persist all the changes using additional cache line flush and fence instructions before DP.

(DL2) Unrecovered-Durable bugs. Durinn detected 7 Unrecovered-Durable bugs. Figure 6.4(b) illustrates a case detected in Fast-Fair (Bug ID 12). For another example, in CCEH (Bug ID 7), if a crash happens while rehashing the table and before adding a new segment into the table, the hash table will be in an illegal state: i.e., all the metadata assumes there is a new segment added but it is not. To fix Unrecovered-Durable bugs, an NVM data structure should be able to recover from or tolerate partial updates before LP of an operation. Designing an inconsistency-recoverable design is one solution. Using logging or transaction is another.

(DL3) Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs. Durinn detected 10 Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs. Figure 6.4(c) shows a Visible-But-Not-Durable bug in Fast-Fair (Bug ID 8). For another example, Bug ID 6 from CCEH is due to incorrect usage of locks. While both insert
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Table 9.4: List of persistence correctness bugs detected by Durinn. In total, 27 (15 new) persistence correctness bugs were detected from 12 concurrent NVM data structures. There were 10 Incompletely-Durable bugs, 7 Unrecovered-Durable bugs, and 10 Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs.

and get operations use a lock to protect a critical section, the write to the synchronization variable (LP) is inside the critical section but the persistence of the synchronization variable (DP) is ensured outside the critical section in insert. Since the DP is not protected by a lock, the get operation is able to observe the visible but not durable writes from a concurrent insert operation. We observed two ways to fix Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs. Some choose to fix the concurrency control mechanism to guarantee that every data read by concurrent threads is persisted. Others made one operation that reads unpersisted data help persist the data on behalf of another concurrent operation.

9.3.2 Statistics of Persistence Correctness Bug Detection

Table 9.5 shows the detailed statistics of Durinn when tested with 1000 operations. The second column reports the number of stores and the third column lists the number of inferred
## Table 9.5: The tested NVM programs, the number of detected persistence correctness bugs, and the detailed statistics of Durinn bug detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th># stores</th>
<th># LPs</th>
<th># DL1 tests</th>
<th># DL2 tests</th>
<th># DL3 tests</th>
<th>Execution time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-LF-BST</td>
<td>10086</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1m26s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-LF-Hash</td>
<td>4604</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1m44s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-LF-List</td>
<td>4604</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>1623</td>
<td>7m15s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-LF-Skiplist</td>
<td>26692</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>4m38s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-LF-Queue</td>
<td>9710</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>7155</td>
<td>39m45s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCEH</td>
<td>3631</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1m36s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Fair</td>
<td>12989</td>
<td>10599</td>
<td>10599</td>
<td>10599</td>
<td>1585</td>
<td>8m37s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-ART</td>
<td>12553</td>
<td>1112</td>
<td>1112</td>
<td>1112</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>2m34s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-CLHT</td>
<td>2885</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>2m06s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-HOT</td>
<td>32600</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>3m35s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Masstree</td>
<td>1403</td>
<td>1058</td>
<td>1058</td>
<td>1058</td>
<td>984</td>
<td>4m58s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmdk-array</td>
<td>20505</td>
<td>3097</td>
<td>3097</td>
<td>3097</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4m14s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmdk-queue</td>
<td>57000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2m51s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>199262</td>
<td>26287</td>
<td>26287</td>
<td>26287</td>
<td>12688</td>
<td>1h23m18s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DL1:** Incompletely-Durable  **DL2:** Unrecovered-Durable  
**DL3:** Visible-But-Not-Durable

likely linearization points. On average, using static analysis described in §6.2.2, Durinn infers about 2,000 likely-LPs, which is 13% of 15.3K NVM stores traced while running 1000 tested operations. More detailed analysis on likely-LP inference will follow in §9.3.3.

The next three columns show the number of DL tests performed by Durinn to detect three DL bug patterns. The number of Incompletely-Durable and Unrecovered-Durable tests are the same as the number of inferred LPs because for each LP, Durinn performs one adversarial test for Incompletely-Durable bugs and for Unrecovered-Durable bugs. On the other hand, the number of Visible-But-Not-Durable tests depends on the number of co-schedulable racy operations. The second last column shows that the number of Visible-But-Not-Durable tests varies by data structures up to a few thousand. Intuitively, lock-free data structures tend to have more co-schedulable racy operations than (coarse-grained) lock-based ones, requiring more tests. The last column reports the execution time, which mostly depends on the number of tests. Testing all three test cases typically takes a few minutes. P-LF-Queue took the most
time (around 40 minutes) due to the large number of concurrent Visible-But-Not-Durable testing.

Lastly, for each test case violating durable linearizability, we manually analyze each case and report the details in Table 9.4. Durinn provides sufficient information for root cause analysis, including execution trace, crash location, persisted and unpersisted writes, and a crash NVM image. We loaded the crash image in gdb and followed the Durinn-generated schedule to inspect the root causes of detected DL bugs.

### 9.3.3 Likely-Linearization Point Inference

To infer likely-linearization points, Durinn uses the two heuristics, \textit{i.e.}, Guarded-Protection and Publish-after-Initialization, described in §6.2.2. The number of likely-LP determines the number of DL tests that Durinn performs, so in terms of scalability, the less the better. At the same time, ideally, likely-LPs should not miss true LPs because missing LPs may lead to missing true DL bugs (false negatives).

We performed a detailed case study with CCEH and Fast-Fair in which we manually analyzed the true LPs (oracle) for comparison. They both use lock-based concurrency control in which the store instructions serving as LPs are not explicit. They are non-trivial concurrent data structures including balancing operations such as rehashing (CCEH) and node split/merge (Fast-Fair) operations.

Figure 9.2 shows the effectiveness of the proposed likely-LP inference techniques, compared to the manually identified LPs. The first bar represent the total number of NVM stores in the trace. The second and third bar represent the number of likely-LPs when only Guarded-Protection or Publish-after-Initialization heuristics is used, respectively. The fourth bar shows the number of likely-LPs of Durinn where both are considered. The last bar is
Figure 9.2: A case study of likely-linearization point inference.

the number of LPs from our manual source code analysis. The result shows that Durinn effectively reduces the number of likely-LPs using two heuristics. The number of likely-LPs inferred by Durinn is twice as the number of manually-identified LPs. Note that as listed in Table 9.5, CCEH and Fast Fair are the most difficult data structures in terms of the reduction ratio between the stores and the likely-LPs.

Additionally, we compared the bug detection effectiveness and found that Durinn’s inferred likely-LPs detect the same DL bugs as manually-identified (true) LPs. Though Durinn’s likely-LP inference heuristics do not guarantee soundness in theory, this experiment empirically shows that likely-LP inference did not miss true LPs (at least) for the CCEH and Fast-Fair. We believe the same case for other data structures given that the heuristics are designed based on common NVM programming patterns.

9.3.4 Comparison with Other Tools

We present the detailed comparison with Witcher [45], the state-of-the-art NVM crash-consistency bug detector, and Yat [78], an exhaustive crash-consistency testing tool.
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Figure 9.3: Test space comparison.

**Bug Detection.** We compared the bug detection effectiveness with **Witcher**. **Witcher** claims that it can detect all the persistence correctness bugs that prior tools (e.g., PMTest, XFDetector and Agamotto) found for a common set of NVM programs, along with some new bugs. For comparison, we run **Witcher** with the same test case with 1000 operations for six common data structures: CCEH, Fast-Fair, P-ART, P-CLHT, P-HOT and P-Masstree. Both **Witcher** and **Durinn** detected 11 bugs in common. Beyond them, **Durinn** reports 10 Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs that **Witcher** missed. Detecting Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs requires scheduling concurrent operations, which is not supported by **Witcher**.

**Test Space Reduction.** We compare the number of tests performed by **Durinn**, Yat, and **Witcher** over the same 1000 operations. **Figure 9.3** shows how the number of tests grows (y-axis) as the number of tested operations increases (x-axis) for four data structures: CCEH, Fast Fair, P-ART, and P-CLHT. (The other two demonstrate a similar pattern.) Yat is an
exhaustive testing tool, so the test space explodes within the first ten operations. 

**Witcher** performs several times more tests than **Durinn**. The sudden spike in P-CLHT is due to a rehashing operation. On the other hand, **Durinn** performs adversarial testing for three DL bug patterns, reduces the number of tests, yet still detects more bugs than **Witcher**.

**Discussion.** **Witcher** infers likely-ordering/atomicity conditions by analyzing program dependencies among NVM accesses. **Witcher** issues a test whenever there is a likely-ordering/atomicity violation between two NVM accesses. That is, **Witcher** tests every NVM accesses to explore all possible operation behaviors. Exploring all possible behaviors is expensive, especially when testing multi-threaded programs. On the other hand, **Durinn** infers likely-linearization points to understand operation behavior. By understanding operation behaviors, **Durinn** only tests potential incorrect behaviors, so that only certain NVM accesses need to be tested. Specifically **Durinn** only adversarially tests worst-case scenarios for the three DL bug patterns derived based on durable linearizability model. Thus, **Durinn** significantly reduces the test space of crash state further, and also reduces the test space of thread interleaving.

## 9.4 Detecting Persistence Performance Bugs by Analyzing Program Trace

We evaluated our trace-based persistence performance bug detection with the same programs and test cases used by **Witcher**. Table 9.6 shows that our trace-based solution detected 158 performance bugs from PMDK library and tested programs in total and 113 of them are new bugs. We detected 102 unpersisted performance bugs; 21 extra flush performance bugs; 15 extra fence performance bugs; and 20 extra logging performance bugs, as classified in §3.1.2.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P-U</td>
<td>P-EFL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVM</td>
<td>libpmemobj</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KV</td>
<td>WOART</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WORT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fast Fair</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level Hash</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CCEH</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECIPE</td>
<td>P-ART</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-BwTree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-CLHT</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-CLHT-Aga</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-CLHT-Aga-TX</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-Hot</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-Masstree</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMDK</td>
<td>B-Tree</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-Tree</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RB-Tree</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RB-Tree-Aga</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hashmap-TX</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hashmap-atomic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server</td>
<td>Memcached</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Redis</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>102(17)</td>
<td>21(8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P-U</th>
<th>P-EFL</th>
<th>P-EFE</th>
<th>P-EL</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 9.6: The statistics of detected persistence performance bugs by our trace-based solution.

Compared against Agamotto, Agamotto and our solution both discovered 61 bugs in common. Our solution detected 9 unique bugs and Agamotto found 43 bugs. Recall that the performance bug detection depends on tested program paths. The result implies that our solution and Agamotto explored different program paths, showing the pros and cons of (guided) symbolic execution by Agamotto and our trace-based approach. 43 Agamotto-unique performance bugs were found in PMDK libraries that Agamotto’s symbolic execution did explore but our solution did not.
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Discussion

This chapter discusses the soundness and the completeness of our proposed solutions (§10.1), how to extend our proposed solutions to test general NVM programs (§10.2), test case generation for persistence bug detectors (§10.3), how to extend our proposed solutions to test NVM programs running on event-driven architecture (§10.4), and the impacts of persistent cache for persistence bug detection (§10.5).

10.1 Soundness and Completeness

Our proposed solutions are not sound (may have false negatives) for three reasons. First, our proposed solutions are trace-based dynamic detectors that take test cases as input. Our proposed solutions may miss persistence bugs that did not appear in a trace. Second, the proposed likely-correctness inference is based on heuristics and may miss true correctness conditions in theory. Missing a correctness condition means no testing, so our proposed solutions may miss persistence bugs. Last, our proposed solutions do not explore all possible NVM states and thread interleaving. In theory, some more complex combinations of persisted and unpersisted stores may be required to trigger a persistent bug. Furthermore, triggering a persistence bug may need more than two concurrent thread interleaving. However, our empirical study (§9.2.4 and §9.3.4) shows that both Witcher and Durinn detects all the persistence correctness bugs reported by existing bug detectors and indeed found more new
bugs without a test space explosion problem and user-provided oracles.

On the other hand, our proposed solutions are complete for a given trace under test (do not have false positives) as we perform durable linearizability validation. Any constructed crash NVM image that turns out to violate durable linearizability is indeed a definite clue of a true persistence correctness bug (by definition).

10.2 Testing General NVM Programs

The current prototypes are designed to test NVM programs in which (1) the granularity of “operation” and programming interfaces are well known (e.g., insert, delete, etc.); and (2) durable linearizability is used as a correctness criterion. Testing general NVM programs requires a user to define its own operation granularity and create a deterministic test case for durable linearizability validation. For instance, NVM-based file systems may use POSIX file I/O interfaces. Besides durable linearizability, our proposed solutions can be extended for other correctness criteria: e.g., buffered durable linearizability [64], and strict serializability for transactional programs [109]. These criteria produce different sets of oracles to compare during consistency validation.

10.3 Test Case Generation

The proposed techniques in this dissertation assume a test case, which is a sequence of operations to be executed by the testing program, is available. Generating test cases revealing NVM bugs could be a promising future work. PMFuzz [86] is the only available input generator for persistence bug detectors. PMFuzz employs fuzzing technique to generate inputs, each of which includes one normal or crash NVM image and a sequence of program
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commands. However, PMFuzz only considers the coverage of program paths that contain NVM accesses as the fuzzing feedback. It would be an interesting research direction to leverage inferred implicit hints from NVM program as the fuzzing feedback.

10.4 Inferring Likely-correctness Conditions from NVM Programs Running on Event-driven Architecture

In this dissertation, our proposed solutions target only conventional thread-based NVM programs. We believe in the arrival of event-based NVM programs in the near future. Event-driven architecture (EDA) has been widely adopted in modern mobile systems, web servers and IoT alike, e.g., Android [1] for mobile systems and Node.js [120] for web servers. We believe that detecting persistence bugs from event-driven NVM programs brings broad impacts in the future and is a promising research direction.

However, it is challenging to infer likely-correctness conditions from NVM programs running on EDA. In EDA, events are handled sequentially by event loop(s), and long-running tasks are offloaded to other threads. Due to the hybrid concurrency model in EDA, the non-determinism comes from not only non-deterministic thread schedule but also non-deterministic event posting order [20, 32, 51, 91]. Event-based and thread-based programming models have distinct patterns and dissimilar happens-before relations [77], making it hard to detect them together.

We argue that the threadification [44] technique enables to infer likely-correctness conditions from event-driven NVM programs. The key idea of threadification is to model events as threads. Threadification converts happen-before relations between events into happen-before relations events. More specifically, threadification models an event-driven NVM program as
a conventional thread-based NVM program. In this way, we can apply the proposed likely-correctness condition inference for thread-based NVM programs after the threadification.

## 10.5 Persistent Cache

The future generation of Intel architecture is expected to adopt eADR support (Extended Asynchronous DRAM Refresh) [60] that includes a cache into the persistent domain. For an eADR-enabled Intel architecture, there will be no gap between a linearization point and a durability point because once the effect of a store reaches a cache, it is guaranteed to be written back to the NVM. This means that as long as a data structure is linearizable, persistence ordering bugs would not appear. On the other hand, persistence atomicity bugs are still relevant as they require recovering or tolerating any partial updates made before linearization point. eADR has nothing to do with such a recovery logic. Developers still need to design and implement inconsistency-recoverable data structures.

We believe that the architectural support for persistent cache such as eADR is the right direction in terms of improving the programmability and reliability of NVM programs. However, eADR is not readily available yet. It is also not clear if eADR-like persistent cache design can be and will be adopted by other architectures such as ARM, MIPS, RISC-V. In particular, for some energy-critical computing domains such as battery-less IoT systems, prior study [131] started questioning the energy efficiency of persistent cache. Furthermore, the next-generation Compute Express Link (CXL) [30] standard presents a cache-coherent interconnect for processors, memory expansion and accelerators. With CXL, it is expected that NVM will be attached to the PCIe bus as a memory device with a volatile cache (write buffer). To control durability, CXL will provide Global Persistent Flush (GPF) to coordinate a global flush activity between the host and the CXL domain.
The energy efficiency and scalability of eADR-like design require further study. We hope that the lessons studied in this dissertation shed light on the potential hazard in NVM programming in general, and guide the future NVM architectures, programming models, and tools.
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Related Work

Since we have discussed the existing persistence bug detectors in §3.3, this chapter introduces the related works in a broad scope. In this chapter, we first introduce persistent indexes (§11.1). We then introduce NVM optimized logging and FASE techniques for achieving crash-consistency (§11.2). We further introduce linearizability testing for concurrent programs (§11.3) and related works employing likely-correctness conditions (§11.4) to detect other types of bug or inconsistency. Lastly, we introduce crash consistency testing in file systems (§11.5) and other concurrency testing techniques (§11.6).

11.1 Persistent Indexes

PACTree [73] is a high-performance persistent range index following its proposed Packed Asynchronous Concurrency guidelines. The key idea of the guidelines is to access NVM is a packed manner and exploit asynchronous concurrency control. TIPS [110] is a framework to systematically make volatile indexes persistent. TIPS adopts a novel DRAM-NVM tiering to support index-agnostic conversion and durable linearizability.

There have been various research efforts to design efficient B+-tree-based persistent indexes [18, 28, 34, 55, 81, 102, 133] and trie-based persistent indexes [79, 80, 90]. BzTree [18] is a lock-free B+-tree. For lock-free implementation, it relies on Persistent Multi-word Compare-And-Swap (PMwCAS) [123] primitive, which supports atomic and crash-consistent
multi-word updates. FP-tree [102] is a DRAM-NVM hybrid B+-tree which places reconstructable internal nodes on faster DRAM. LB+-tree [81] optimizes the FP-tree design for OptaneNVM by leveraging an XPLine size granularity to avoid write amplification. ROART [90] is an improved version of P-ART [80] for supporting efficient range queries, lower memory allocation overhead, and correctness.

11.2 NVM Optimized Logging and FASE Techniques

There have been various research efforts to optimize the logging protocols for NVM [17, 53, 66, 70, 72, 99, 100, 105, 106, 115, 122]. To reduce the durability cost and hide the persistence latency, asynchronous commit policies [53, 99, 122] have been proposed. Some studies [17, 66, 106] leverage NVM to correctly restore the partial disk writes upon recovery. Timestone [76] is a highly scalable durable transactional memory system based on multiversion concurrency control. It proposes a multi-layered hybrid DRAM-NVM logging scheme to significantly reduce write amplification in NVM.

Another research direction of achieving crash-consistency for lock-based NVM programs is to leverage failure-atomic critical section (FASE) [24, 46, 52, 74, 83] to guarantee persistence atomicity at the granularity of a critical section. For example, JUSTDO [63] and iDO logging [83] enable a crashed NVM program to recover by resuming the execution of the incomplete FASE upon the crash.

11.3 Linearizability Testing

Line-up [21] is the first complete and automatic checker for deterministic linearizability. It detects thread-safety violations by comparing the concurrent execution to linearizable exe-
cutions of a test. Similarly, Round-up [132] checks quasi linearizability. Quasi linearizability intentionally introduces non-determinism into the parallel computations and exploits such non-determinism to improve the performance. Pradel et al. [107] detects concurrency bugs in thread-safe classes. It generates tests in which multiple threads call methods on a shared instance of the tested class and check if the execution matches any linearizable execution.

11.4 Likely-Correctness Conditions

Prior works have used a concept of likely-correctness conditions to detect program bugs [39, 69, 75, 88, 94, 130], to verify the network [87], and to identify resource leaks [121]. Engler et al.’s version (called beliefs) [39] enables automatic analysis of likely correctness conditions without in-depth knowledge.

11.5 Crash Consistency Testing in File Systems

There has been a long line of research in testing and guaranteeing crash consistency in file systems [25, 26, 48, 71, 95, 111, 117, 126, 127, 128]. In-situ model checking approaches such as EXPLODE [128] and FiSC [127] systematically test every legal action of a file system. B3 [95] performs exhaustive testing within a bounded space, which is heuristically decided based on the bug study of real file systems. Feedback-driven File system fuzzers, such as Janus [126] and Hydra [71], mutate both disk images and file operations to thoroughly explore file system states.
11.6 Other Concurrency Testing Techniques

AtomFuzzer [104] is a randomized active atomicity violation detector, which modifies the thread scheduler behavior to create atomicity violations with high probability. RaceFuzzer [114] uses potential data race information obtained from an existing dynamic analysis technique to control a random scheduler of threads for actively detecting race conditions. Jumble [41] uses adversarial memory to classify race conditions as destructive or benign on systems with relaxed memory models. Relaxer [22] detects sequential consistency violations in a relaxed memory model by actively leading execution to predicted violations.

An iterative context bound [96] or delay bound [38] has been used to (unsoundly yet effectively) prune the thread-interleaving test space when testing multi-threaded programs.
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Conclusion

Providing debugging support for software development is a critical research topic in modern computing systems. This dissertation specifically addresses the challenge of detecting persistence bugs within NVM programs. This dissertation proposes to infer likely-correctness conditions in order to detect persistence bugs from NVM programs in a scalable and automatic manner. Using inferred likely-correctness conditions is a general approach and is not limited to only detecting persistence bugs from NVM programs. We believe the proposed solutions of inferring likely-correctness conditions could be applied to detecting new types of bugs in future software with novel hardware, operating systems, or programming languages. We believe the proposed solutions in this dissertation can lay the foundations for future software debugging research and help our community to build bug-free software.

We briefly summarize our proposed solutions as follows.

We propose Witcher, which infers likely-ordering/atomicity conditions to detect persistence bugs from NVM programs. Witcher infers likely-ordering/atomicity conditions to effectively explore the NVM state test space of a program and perform output equivalence checking to identify an incorrect execution without user-provided test oracles. To the best of our knowledge, Witcher is the first persistence bug detector that uses program-agnostic rules to find persistence correctness bugs from log-free NVM programs. In our evaluation, Witcher detects 47 (36 new) correctness bugs in NVM-backed key-value stores and the PMDK library. Witcher does not suffer from test space explosion nor does it require manual test oracles to detect these bugs.
We propose Durinn, which infers likely-linearization points to detect persistence correctness bugs within NVM programs. To the best of our knowledge, Durinn is the first durable linearizability checker for concurrent NVM data structures. We first perform a detailed analysis of how a linearizable data structure may violate durable linearizability. From this analysis, we derive three durable linearizability bug patterns that render a linearizable data structure not durably linearizable. We then propose adversarial crash state and thread interleaving construction and likely-linearization point inference to allow Durinn to detect persistence correctness bugs in an active and scalable manner. In our evaluation, Durinn reports 27 (15 new) persistence correctness bugs and outperforms state-of-the-art NVM testing tools in terms of bug detection effectiveness and test space reduction.

We use a trace-based approach to detect persistence performance bugs. We leverage the collected dynamic program trace and detect persistence performance bugs during NVM persistence simulation. Our trace-based persistence performance bug detection detected 158 persistence performance bugs in total, of which 113 are new bugs.
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